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PREFACE 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (SIM) 

SELF -ASSESSMENT TOOLKIT 

Federal agencies are under pressure to improve the services they provide to the public, with 

greater accountability for achieving results, quicker and at lower cost. Pressures for change 

are coming from a variety of sources. The 1993 Government Performance and Results Act 

(GPRA) establishes expectations for agencies to plan strategically and achieve better mission 

outcomes. Other laws, regUlations, and guidance are contributing to new demands on agency 

managers, along with public expectations of improved service. A consensus has been 

developing that federal agencies can and must change the way they work, and change in ways 

that deliver better services to the puhlic. 

These pressures are making it necessary for agencies to manage their operations strategicaJiy t 

taking advantage of information technologies (IT) where appropriate. Federal agencies have 

not kept pace with evolving management practices and skills necessary to (1) precisely define 

critical information needs, and (2) select, apply, and control changing information 

technologies. The result, in many cases, has been wasted resources, a frustrated public unable 

to get qual\ty service, and a government ill-prepared to measure and manage its affairs in an 

acceptable, businesslike manner. Agencies need to improve their management practices in 

order to mitigate risks leading to poor IRM performance and get higher returns on their 

.information technology investments. 

r ' May 1994, GAO issued a study of how leading private and pub!ic sector organizations 

, f ,re improving their mission performance through strategic information management and 

t , ~: \nology: GAO found that senior managers in these organizations used a consistent ,'et of 

1 £:, 'ecutive Guide: Improving Mission Performance Through Strategic Information 
Management and Technology (GAO/AIMD-94-115). 
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practices that helped them to achieve successful performance outcomes. These practices 

worked because, over time, they institutionalized better ways of doing business that ~e 

necessary to capture the value of information and information technology. They require no 

new laws to implement them, since they are consistent with current federal regulations. The 

practices are supported by the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the heads of 

over 20 federal agencies. OMB has incorporated them in its revision of A-130, and GSA has 

included them in their draft IRM guide. 

This Strategic Information Management (SIM) Self-Assessment Toolkit is designed to help 

agencies put these practices to work for themselves. The practices address enterprise-wide 

information management issues and do not prescribe how to design, build, test, and acquire 

information systems. Rather, the focus of a SIM self-assessment is on achieving measurable 

improvements in outcome-oriented performance that matters to the public, rather than just on 

complying with rules and regulations. Agency assessment teams can use this guide to 

benchmark the agency's current strategic information management practices against a defined 

set of practices used by leading private and public sector organizations. Based Oli these 

results, senior agency management can develop and recommend specific actions to pursue in 

order to improve the implementation of these practices over time and achieve measurable 

improvements in performance. 

Caveats About This Guide 

Strategic information management is in a relatively immature state and is influenced by a 

wide range of factors--managerial, technical, cultural, and political. Stable cause-and-effect 

relationships are difficult to define and expert points of view often differ significantly. This 

exposure draft--based upon our analysis of a relatively small number of case study 

organizations--admittedly is neither comprehensive or complete. A number of areas remain 

!ha~ require further research before integrating them into our framework. We view this 

product as the first in a series of efforts needed to help bring strategic information 
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management in the federal government up to the level of leading organizations. As such, we 

ask that users of l:his assessment toolkit treat it as an evolving product that will undergo 

refinement and additions as it is pilot tested further and as we receive input from agencies 

reviewing and using this draft. We will also continue to explore and revisit the management 

practices themseJves in response to the changing IRM environment, and will refine the 

practices or incorporate additional ones that may emerge over time. 

The fundamentaY. practices identified in the ~oolkit should be vi0wed as a template relevant to 

any organization. We recognize that this particular management template can require 

customized appl.cation to any organization depending on a wide variety of contextual 'factors 

(e.g., current improvement initiatives in place) as well as existing organizational strengths and 

weaknesses. 

Adqitionally, this a:;sessment tool should not be treated as cookbook that everyone i our 

organization can readily understand and apply. Using it requires knowledge, experience, and 

judgement in strategic information management. If used solely in a "check list" manner, it 

will not produce the benefits it is intended to yield. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of Strategic Information Management 

Strategic Information Management (SIM) is the process by which top agency officials and line 

managers plan for, direct, and evaluate the use of information and infonnation technologies to 

help accomplish their major programmatic objectives. It is a critical part of any general 

management approach, cutting across basic organizational activities such as financial 

management, program management, property management, and human resources management. 

Strategic information management typically involves: 

• defining a mission based on customers and needs; 

• establishing core business processes to meet those needs; 

• understanding the managernent decisions that guide the mission delivery 

processes; 

• supporting those decisions with the right information available to the right people 

at the right time; and 

• using information technology to improve the delivery of products, goods, and 

services to customers. 

Figure 1 outlines the critical questions that senior managers face in each of the e area . 
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Figure 1: Strategic Information Management Issues 

Mksion 

+ Accomplish 

Work Processes 

~~ Guide 

~~ Supports 

Infonnation I 

How is the mission defined and tied to customer needs? 
What are the explicit goals, strnlegics, and perfonnance indicators? 
Are processes, systems, and people properly aligned to achieve the mission? 
What are the right strategic information systems projects to work on and is 
there adequate return? 

What are core manage It and business processes? 
Which processes are highest cost and most customer sensitive? 
Which processes present the most significant opportunities and risks for 
iq>rovernelt? 
..................... ' ........................................................... . 
How are the ript people involved in decisiom at the ri&ht time? 
How are processes workinl to orpnize decisio~makinl? 
Which key decisions support nission ICCOIJ1)lismm? 
How is the orpnizalion leaaning &om its cOOices overtime? 
................................................................. ----....... . 
How accurate. reliable. secure, and timely is information? 
,~\w valuable and useful is information to make decisions? 
How are perfonnance measurement daIa being captured? 
How well integrated are financial, managemert, and mission data? 

Are information technology alternatives being fully considered? 
How are the most appropriate technologies idellifial? 
Are technologies in line with relevant industry sWldards? 
How well integrated and interconnected are technology assets? 

As the arrows in this figure show, there is a mutual dependency between technology and 

infonnation, and the decisions, ",'rk processes, and missions that they support. 
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1.2 Improving Management Pr cllce Over Time 

This assessment guide is intended to help senior mangers (1) determine how well their agency 

is applying information resources to acnieve program re ults and (2) develop an action plan for 

implementing effective management practices. Leading organization have found that it takes 

time to implement good management practices and significantly improve mission performance. 

An initial SIM assessment of your agency win probably show that it has neither fully 

implemented these management practic':as, n\Jr achieved desired levels of improvement in 

program results. For this reason, a SIM assessment should not be viewed as a one-time effort 

Rathert the initial review should establish a baseline of the agency's practices and develop an 

action plan for continually improvir.g them over time. Subsequent SIM assessments should 

show whether your agency is making progress in putting ttese practices in place, and is 

achieving demonstrated results in improving mission performance. 

Improvement should be demonstrated both in applying the means (the use of effective IRM 

strategie and processes) and achieving the ends (demonstrated improvements in mission 

outcomes and in IRM's contribution to tho e outcomes). Agency assessments like these are 

particularly vulnerable to limited success because of a tendency for a process focus to become 

the ends rather than the means of producicg demonstrated results. In addition, in the federal 

government environment where tumover in agency leadership is common, it is easy for these 

efforts to be treated as quick snapshot efforts that end up losing momentum and commitment 

over time. The following table shows how an agency might progress over time in both 

implementiug the management practices and demonstrating missIon performance improvement. 
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Table 1: Approximate Implementation Stages for Management Practices 

Improvement in 
assessment 3 or more across-the- practices have 
completed for practices improvement in board been funy 

alJ practices improvement implemented, 
as at leading 
organizations 

Complete set of Perfonnance Positive, stable Positive, stable 
indicators indicators ·indicators being trend trend 
urider developed; recorded arid established in established in 
development baseline tracked selected most indicators 

completed indicators 

Throughout the SIM assessment process, the assessment team should look for evidence of 

measurable improvements in the your agency's program performance, linked to its information 

resource managem.ent activities, as well as effective management processes. The team's goals 

should therefore be two-fold--determining whether the agency implements recommended 

policies and procedures, w~i1e looking for the payoffs from that implementation. Measuring 

demonstrated results as well as evaluating processes will give you a more complete picture of 

your agency's information managelnent effectivene3s. 

Our experience with leading organizations confirms that moving through the stages described 

above may take anywhere from 2 to 5 years, and that maintaining momentum over the long 

haul is critical. However, case study examples demonstrate that some short-term 

improvements, such as reducing high-ris1c projects, elimination of low-value systems projects, 

and increased productivity, should occur within 12 to 24 months after putting some of these 

management practices in place. Moreover, seve:al intangible benefits can also accrue for the 

organization, such as increased capability with existing people and resources and smoother 

oversight relations because of a common frame of reference being used to explain and evaluate 

agency progress in meeting peiformance goals. 
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1.3 Purpose and Underlying Principles of the Toolkit 

The SIM self-assessment toolkit is based on GAO's research on management practices and 

performance measurement at selected private, state, and federal organizations that are leaders 

in using information resources to support mission goals. This research, summarized in GAO's 

report, Executive Guide: Improving Mission Performance Through Strategic Information 

Management and Technology (GAO/AIMD-94-115), emphasizes the importance of strategic 

information management in creating improvements in agency operations through significant 

changes in assumptions and practices. You should familiarize yourself with this report t~ 

increase your understanding of the SIM principles, which are summarized below.2 

GAO's report describes 11 fundamental management practices followed by the senior 

management of successful organizations in reducing costs, improving quality, and increasing 

responsiveness. to customers--key areas in mission performance. These practices are well

suited to the federal environment since they reinforce the thrust of current and proposed laws 

and regulations, and do not require additional legislation. (See appendix I for the linkages 

between the SIM management practices and federal laws and regulations governing IRM.) 

The 11 practices, summarized below, can b~ grouped into three critical functions: (I) deciding 

to work differently, (2) directing resources toward high-value uses, and (3) supporting 

improvement with the right skills, roles, and responsibilities. 

2 A copy of this report may be ordered from GAO's document distribution center by calling 
(202) 512-6000. This first copy is free; additional copies are $2 each. 
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Practice 1: 

DECIDE TO CHANGE 
Initiate, mandate, and facilitate major changes in information 

management to improve performance 

Recognize and communicate the urgency to change information 
management practices 

Senior management focuses on what they are getting for the money being spent on information 
technology and what information they need to run the organization. Without executives 
recognizing the need · to i nprove information management, meaning~ 1 change is slow, and 
sometimes impossible. To significantly increase the rate of change requires new technologies. 
new processes, and new ways of doing business. 

Practice 2: Get line management involved and create ownership 

Line ownership and accountability starts with the chief executive, who sets clear expectations 
and places responsibility for information management decisions and results with line 
executives who deal directly with the customer. Without such accountability, it is too easy to 
improperly delegate decision~making, accept project delays, or fail to discern the loss of 
projected benefits. 

Practice 3: Take action and maintain momentum 

A willingness to take action and maintain momentum is the difference between lip service and 
real improvement. Because of existing barriers to improving infornlation management, leading 
organizations give considerable attention to initiating the change process and ensuring that it 
maintains momentum. 

Practice 4: 

DIRECT CHANGE 
Establish an outcome-oriented, integrated strategic 

information management process 

Anchor strategic planning ill customer needs and mission goals 

Almost every organization has mission and information planning processes and plans. But the 
most effective strategic business and information management planning processes are both 
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tightly linked and anchored; not to bureaucratic requirements, but to explicit goals that meet 
external customer needs. Successful information systems are defined not only as the ones 
delivered on time and ~ithin budget, but also as those that produce meaningful improvements 
in cost, quality, and timeliness of service. 

Practice 5: Measure the performance ·of key mission delivery processes 

Successful organizations rely heavily on performance measures to define mission goals and 
objectives, quantify problems, evaluate alternatives, allocate resources, track progress, and 
learn from mistakes. Good performance measures define the information needed to perform a 
mission well and allow organizations to learn objectively and consistently over time. They 
also mellSure whether information technology projects really make an impact on mission 
outcomes. 

Practice 6: Focus on process improvement in the context of an architecture 

Information technology proj~cts that do not consider process redesign typically fail or reach 
only a fraction of their potential, while process improvement efforts that ignore technology 
usually leave significant opportunities on the table. Further, when many independent process 
improvements are pursued in an uncoordinated and unorganized fashion, <.:haos, 
incompatibility, and fragmentation can result. To reduce risks and maximize the benefits of 
process improvements across an entire enterprise, an architecture (i.e., shared standards and 
rules for processes, data, and technology) is vital. 

Practice 7: Manage information systems projects as investments 

Leading organizations manage proposed information systems projects as investments, rather 
than expenses. Moreover, senior management teams use a disciplined process to select, 
control, and evaluate all major information systems projects. This disciplined process ensures 
that dollars are put to work where the needs are greatest and the returns on investment are 
highest. 

Practice 8: Integrate the planning, budgeting, and evaluation processes 

Successful organizations pay close attention to integrating the planning, budgeti~g, and 
performance measurement processes. This helps force the linkage of information systems 
efforts to the mission, provides tight controls during implementation, and allows regular 
assessments to ensure that benefits accrue. Without links to planning, budgeting becomes a 
reactive exercise to priorities of the moment that are not weighed adequately against future 
needs. Without links to performance measurement, mistakes are either not discovered or Cil'e 
repeated. And without links to budgeting, plans become mere paper exercises in 
rationalization. 
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Practice 9: 

SUPPORT CHANGE 
"Bund organizationwid2 inC ormation management 

capabilities to address mission needs 

Establish customer/supplier relationships between line and inCormation 
management proCessionals 

The best-designed management processes in the world cannot work without defining roles and 
responsibilities (i.e., knowing who is going to do " what). In successful organizations, line 
executives typically behave as the customers of information management s~pport professionals 
by asserting control over information systems project funding and direction. Information 
management professionals'then act as suppliers, working to support the line unit's effort to 
achieve a management objective, make a critical decision, or solve a problem. 

Practice 10: Position a ChieC InCormation Omcer as a senior management partner 

Establishing a Chief Information Officer as a senior management partner is critical to building 
an organizationwide" information management capability. In successful organizations, the Chief 
Information Officer typically serves as a bridge between top management, information 
management units, and line management. Although the Chief Information Officer is no 
substitute for institutionali~d information management processes, this person--working closely 
as a peer--helps line executives change how they manage information resources and technology 
assets. 

Practice 11: Upgrade skills and knowledge oC line and information management 
professionals 

Lasting improvements in information management are impossible without upgrading the 
knowledge and skills of executives, managers, and information management professionals. In 
the rapidly evolving world of information technology, remaining current is vital. 
Organizations that fail to improve themselves continuously become literally trapped in 
antiquated skill bases, which then become an anchor inhibiting the organization's ability to 
change. 
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1.4 Organization and Use of the Toolkit 

The toolkit is designed to be flexible enough to accommodate different analytical approaches 

and levels of scope. It contains two sets of assessment tools that differ primarily in the level 

of detail and analysis required to cOffi?lete them. First, the diagnostic tools provide a way for 

the agency to conduct a quick, preliminary assessment of key strategic information 

management practices, which have been grouped into six categories (described in section 3). 

Using criteria statements and suggested questions, the assessment team can work with agency 

management to understand how weB the SIM pra(.Lices are currently being applied and to score 

the agency at a specific maturity level using a four point benchmark scale. Using the 

diagnostic tools,. the team can quickly determine which practices warrant more in~depth 

attention over others and establish prioritIes for detailed assessment work. In other situations, 

an assessment tean} might decide that enough is already known about the agency's relative 

strengths and weaknesses to skip the diagnostic phase and immediately select specific 

management prac'£ices for a detailed assessment. The critica! point is for the assessment team 

to carefuJly consider how to use the diagnostic tools !o most effectively complete a meaningful 

and results-focused assessment. It is important to recognize, however, that the diagnostic tools 

are not intended to be llsed alone. A detailed review of some or all of the practices needs to 

be done in order to obtain an in-depth understanding· of the weaknesses that need to be 

improved and to develop a specific action plan that will yield useful results. 

The detailed assessment tools (described in section 4) drive the analysis down to a lower 

level of detail and provide greater specificity for assessing individual management practices. 

These tools are similar in design to the diagnostic tools (Le., assessment questions and 

benchmark scales), except that each of the 11 SIM practices is treated separately and in more 

detail. 
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2.0 INITt~ TING A SIM SELF ·ASSESSMENT 

2.1 ~ dUcal Success Factors 

Doing a SIM. self-assessment can be a time-consuming, resource-intensive effort. Conducting 

such an exercise on top of the agency's pressing day-to-day operations and management 

matters is not a trivial task. For the ssessment to be conducted seriously and successfully, the 

following preconditions should be fully considered: 

• Executive leadership and commitment to the project is essential, both at the career 

and . Jolitical levels 

Executive management must fully support the self-assessment, understand and 

communicate its purpose, and commit to using it as a basis for initiating changes 

designt~d to improve the agency's mission performance. 

• Joint program and IRM management involvement is required 

This exercise cannot be successful if it is conducted solely by the information 

managemt!nt and technology professionals in the agency. In order for the agency to 

determine how well it is managing its information and technology assets in ways 

that duce effective mission results, the agency's program and business units must 

be actively involved in assessing current conditions and suggesting means of 

improvement 

• An assessment team equipped with knowledge of strategic information management 

and IRM skills should be dedicated on a full-time basis to manage the effort 

Although there is no recipe for team size or qualifications, it is essential that the 

agency dedicate staff on a full-time basis to plan, manage, and facilitate the SIM 
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assessment. Trying to manage this exercise on top of existing schedules and day

to-day responsibilities poses a great risk to the agency's ability to conduct it 

successfully in a timely and effective manner. Appointing a dedicated team also is 

a highly visible signal of top management support. The team should have a good 

cross-sectional understanding of information management, technology, and program 

areas of the agency. Team members shoo d include staff who are experienced in 

facilitating group discussions; possess gO\d analytical, written, and oral 

comt:lunication skills; and are adept in project management. 

• Management must commit to follow through with an action plan for improvement 

Using the results of the assessment to support and devise needed information 

management improvements clearly demonstrates to the agency rank and-file ,that the 

effort is being taken seriously by top management. 

2.2 Decisions About Project Scope and Direction 

Agency management and the assessment team should consider several important factors 

concerning project scope and direction before starting a SIM self-assessment. First, agency 

managem~nt must decide whether the focus of the assessment should be organization wide, 

encompassing all major mission areas, or focus on a single mission area and its related 

organizational components. This decision should weigh the size, structure, and organizational 

complexity of the agency against time, available resources, and the overall goals of the 

assessment. 

Second, agency management should consider how the project will balance the assessment and 

benchmarking dimensions (i.e., determining scores and leve! of maturity) against the desire to 

produce real change. Age~cies can fall into a trap of expending tremendous energy on 

producing "correct" benchmark scores and lose perspective on learning from the exercise and 
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- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------

using it as a way to more effectively apply IRM strategies and proc\!sses to achieve 

demonstrated improvements in mjssion outcomes. 

Third, an agency can consider starting the assessment by focusing c!xclusively on readily 

known and identified SIM weaknesses and corresponding opportunities for change. Beginning 

the assessrr.1ent with known problem areas might. assist the agency in constructing corrective 

actionr responsive to internal management studies or external oversight reviews. 

Fourth, the agency should consider how a SIM self-assessment can effectively augment or 

potentially conflict with other ongoing management improvement efforts, such as total quality 

management projects, process improvement initiatives, or strategic planning sessions. In 

particular, resource commitments, deadlines, priorities, and expected payoffs of these 

competing projects have to be weighed against those expected from the SIM assessment. 

2.3 Using a Standard Process Is Critical to Success 

Based on our experience, GAO also suggests that the assessment team use a structured 

approach that incorporates the following four elements: (1) educating the assessment team and 

key senior agency managers on the SIM practices and self-assessment process and reaching 

consensus on a well-conceived project plan that is aggressiv~ly managed with disciplined 

milestones and deliverables; (2) assessing existing agency SIM practices using data collection 

templates in this guide and then benchmarking the agency using the associated benchmark 

scales; (3) interpreting the benchmarking results and transmitting the results to agency 

executives; and (4) devising an action plan for improvement that establishes priorities, 

separates short-term improvements from long-term ones, and emphasizes measuring 

demonstrated results. A sample work plan for a team carrying out a self-assessment is shown 

in table 2. 
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Table 2: Sample Work Plan for a SIM Self-Assessment 

Activities/work steps: 

1. Discuss GAO best practices 
report and toolkit 

2. Answer questions about 
specific examples of the II 
SIM best practices 

3. Assemble reference materials 
4. Create a project assessment 

team and 
(a) establish scope, 
constraints, caveats 
(b) set benchmarking 
prioritization and sequencing 
(c) agree on roles, 
responsibilities, and 
expectations 
(d) determine project 
schedules & milestones 
(e) establish data sharing 
mechanisms 
(0 agree on expected 
outcomeslbriefings/products 
(g) agree on benchmarking 
evaluatiOn/scoring procedures 

Outputs: 
Project plan 

Establish in-house agency 
compendium of best practices 
materials and references 

Establish agency focal points 
for best practices 

Listing of external people and 
organizations for reference 

Activities/work steps: 

I. Determine composition of 
dataJi!1formation bundles 
necessary to assess agency on 
eact. practice 

2. Collect data/conduct 
interviews 

3. Familiarize participants with 
scoring methodology used to 
benchmark each practice 

4. Determine benchmarking 
scores 

5. Discuss areas and methods for 
improvement 

Outputs: 
Resource packages for current 
agency practiceslrolicies 
pertaining to each of the SIM 
best practices 

Staff paper documenting 
scoring summary for each 
practice 
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Activities/work steps: 

1. Interpret reasons behind 
benchmarking scores 

2. Crosswa1k benchmarking 
scores with previous SIM 
reviews 

3. Establish prioritization for 
areas needing improvement 
(in sync with general SIM 
reforms underw&y or 
planned) 

4. Communicate urgency of 
addressing these issues to 
agency top management 

Outputs: 
Issue analysis summary 

Action plan on what 
changes are necessary to 
achieve improvements 



· 3.0 DIAGNOSTIC PHASE 

3.1 Objectives 

The diagnostic phase is designed to help an assessment team identify the practices critical to 

the agency's success that seem to be most at risk. This preliminary assessment will quickly 

compare the agency's strategic information practices against the leading practices at a high 

level. The purpose is to identify, prioritize, and select the most serious weaknesses for further, 

detailed review. 

3.2 Description of the Six Diagnostic Areas 

To speed the diagnostic phase, the 11 management practices have been combined into six 

higher-level groupings. The "decide to change" practices are treated as one unit, as are the 

"support change" issues. In addition, the strategic planning practice is combined with the 

practice of integrating strategic planning with budgeting and other strategic processes, since 

they are closely related. These diagnostic areas and key assessment questions are summarized 

below. 

• The Importance of Information Management to the Agency Mission 

Have agency executives and senior managers initiated short- and long-term changes, using 

information resources, to help resolve mission problems and improve performance? 

• Strategic Planning, Budget, and Evaluation Integration 

Does the agency opera.te by an integrated strategic m nagement process that is based on 

internal and external customer needs, links planning to budget and investment decisions, 

and uses performance assessment to revise strategic plans? 
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• Measure 'the Performance of Key Mission Delivery Processes 

Does the agency effectively use mission delivery and IRM performance measures to gauge 

how well the agency meets the needs of key external customers? 

• Focus on Process Improvement in the Context of an Architecture 

Is the agency focusing IRM goals, strategies, and resources on core business process 

improvement within the context of an organization-wide architecture? 

• Manage Information and Information Technology Projects as Investments 

Does the agency use an investment review board (lRB) led by executive managers to make 

IRM investment decisions, including initial funding decisions for proposed projects and 

periodic reviews throughout the project life cycle? 

• Build Organization-Wide Capabilities to Address Mission Needs ' 

Has the agency established clear roles for line managers and information resource 

managers as internal customers and suppliers, positioned a Chief Information Officer (CIO) 

as a senior manager, and established a professional development program for line and 

IRM managers? 

3.3 Assessment Procedures 

During the diagnostic phase, the assessment team will complete three tasks: 
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• use a relatively small number of review questions to gather high-level information 

about the agency's strategic management practices in each of the ix diagn tic 

areas; 

• use benchmark scales for each of the six diagnostic areas to a se the maturity of 

the agency's management practic~s against the practices of leading organizations, 

and 

• determine which of these diagnostic areas should be the subject of a detailed 

review. 

Each of the six diagno tic areas has two types of tools: a diagnostic table and a benchmark 

scale. 

The diagnostic table for each of the six areas begins by listing the critical is ues to be 

assessed. The significance of the issues is then briefly noted. Following this i a 'et of 

criteria statements that indicate what leading organizations do in this area. Each criteria 

statement includes a set of questions to help you probe your agency's actual practice in order 

to determine how closely they match the criteria statement. The que tion are key ones, but 

should be treated as suggestions only; you may need to tailor them to unique agency 

situations. The questions are accompanied by typical information sources, either documents or 

interviews with agency officials. At this stage, you should be very elective about the amount 

of information you gather. Remember that the intent of the diagno tic phase i to quickly 

scope out potential management problems for detailed review. 

The benchmark scale in each diagnostic area allows you to rank your agency ba ed on the 

extent to which it foHows the criteria statements described above. The benchmark ale i 

divided into f'lur columns, representing four levels of maturity in applying information 

management practices. Unstructured (level 1) means that the agency has not defined policie 
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or procedures for implementing the management practices. Being defined (level 2) means that 

policies are being written that call for th~ expected practices, but they have not yet been put in 

place. Being implemented (level 3) Ineans that appropriate IRM policies and processes have 

been designed and are being foliowed in parts of the agency, but they may not be consistently 

followed. Institutionalized (level 4) means that the agency has fully adopted the IRM practices 

called for, appJies them consistently t and improves them through a feedback loop. Figure 2 

shows an example of a benchmark scale. Notice that items on the scale are dividt.d roughly 

diagonally, with negative characteristics (in italic) dominating the two left columns. 
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Figure 2: Sample Benchmark Scale 

BENCHMARK MATRIX FOR DIAGNOSTIC AREA 4: 
FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN TIlE CONTEXT OF AN ARCmTECTURE 

CrltIeullllll': II 1M agency focusing IRM goals, strategies, and rtsources on core business process improvement 
within 1M contut 01 an organir.ation-wide architecture? 

C 1'Mn is no agency- [j An aaency-wide [J The agency engages in 
wiU programfo:- improvement program is improvement program BPR or other process 
process improve"...ent, beina established that is in place. improvement efforts. 
or 1M aisting program includes BPR. focused on order-of-
dDes not ejfIctively [J Senior executives set magnitude 
ttI,.,et Q 1mI2ll1llllrJbtr C Core business processes priorities for improvements in cost, 
of CO" bu.rwu have been defined, and improvement projects quality, or customer 
processes. BPR projects are easily to ensure that they are service. Expected 

distinauished from other directed at core payoffs and risks are 
C ImproveIMnt improvement efforts. processes. defined and understood 

~Chniq,"1 (e.g .• TOM, by top executives. 
BPR) tlTe IIOt selected 
to match the spec,fic [J Projects are customer-
problems ::.ey an [J Core processes IuJvt not [] Comprthtnsive oriented and focused 
inundtd to solvt. ~en suJJicie:.tly architectural staluJartU on core business 

analyr.td lor needtd covering dIJta. systems, processes. 
C ImproveIMnt projtcts improvtIMIIU, with and business models 

an stovtpipe tfforts, upected process have not been The organization 
not integrtlltd or outcomes rtdtjintd. established to allow consistently follows 
guided by agency integration among the comprehensive 
curhitectures. [J Improvement priorities projtcts. architectural standards 

and project seltction that govern data and 
methods art not [J It12plt~ntation plans technology as- well as 
established. lack well-defined procedures for 

petformance indicators mapping key processes 
[] Process improve~nt that linlc to customer and infonnation flows. 

projects art not always needs. 
strongly linked to 
ClLSto~r needs. 

PreIlminary Assessment 01 Risk and Opportunities lor Improvement: 
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Figure 3 illustrates the correspondence between the criteria statements in the diagnostic table 

and the specific characteristics of the highest maturity level ("institutionalized") in the 

benchmark scale. The correspondence may be on-to-one, as illustrated in the figure, or the 

criteria statement may flow into two or more of the "institutionalized" characteristics. This 

close correspondence is designed to make it easier to move from the questions and data 

collection to the data analysis--which in this case means deciding where to place your agency 

on the scale. 
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Figure 3: Relationship of Diagnostic Table to Benchmark Scale 

DIAGNOSTIC AREA 4: FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN 
ARCHlTEcnJU 

Crtiqall"",: 111M GI'tICJ focKlUt, IRM ,oals. stTDlt'~s. and nsourns (>11 core blUWSS process 
UrtproHfflllII wilhillllw colllUl of GfI organirJUion-wide an:h.iltctJUt '! 

SIpifIeMce: Achicvin. cInIutic improvements in the way feden.l asencies meet the needs of the public is a 
drivillJ fon:e behind effona IUCh • the NitionU Pcrfonnaoce Review and the Government Performance and 
Results Act. To 8Cbieve tbeIc results. qencies must selec:t appropriaIe im.,rovement ICCbniques, ranain, from 
coalinuous quality improvement efforu 10 radical cbanp in bI9c wort proceues. Business process 
reeaJiaeerin. is a key element of an ovaall improvement proaram because it provides an approach for 
drImMicalIy improvina COlt, quality, and speed of service within a relatively Lint time. 

~~[ig 

Does the qency have a poc;eu improvement propua? 

Does the prosram include projecta expected to result in 
order-of-mapitude improvements in cost, quality, and/or 
ICrVice delivery? 

Do lht improvement projects focus on core miuion 
delivery proc:esICI? 

• Customer needs 
analyses 

• Reenaineerin, 

• CIO and held of 
IRM operations 

J. n....., "'" 1Iif"""'" MIl " tIIdUllCIIIn. 10 projcc~ plana 

• ."." III ""'"" ~.,..",. :~~~!~~==~,_ .. ___ _ 
Do the qency's architectures include standards for dala. standards and systems 

bardware. and softwate SUUCtUr'Cl, and a standard architecture standards 
co~fipration manqement process? 

Do internal customers and top manqers participate in 
definin, the standards and architectures? 

TypkaJ ProWea.: Apncic. may not have a weJl«veloped process improvement prosram in plaICe that 
provides. robust variety of improvement techniques. Agencies may not understand their customen' needs or 
the wort procascs in pI~ to med customer needs, and may lack performance measures to determine how well 
they meet thole needs. Improvement efforu may be lcadin, to the development of more stovepiped infcnnation 
'Y*IRS because the qeKY aKU an:hitec:turIJ starKbrds to ,&ride major chan,a in infonnation systems that 
result from reenaineerin •. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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C The aacncy CD.Ala in 
BPR or other proceu 
improvement efToru. 
focused on order-of
magnitude 
improvements in cost. 
quality, or customer 
service. Expected 
payoffs and risks are 
defined and understood 
by top executives. 

o Projects are customer

~~~.IiI~ orien,ed and focused 

[J 1be organization 
consistently follows 
comprehensive 
architectural standards 
that aovern data and 
ICChnololY ... well u 
procedures for 
mapping key processes 
and information noWi. 



In scoring a diagnostic area, you should place the agency at a given maturity level unless 

it fully meets the positive characterLtics of that level. In other words, being "almost a level 3" 

wOldd be scored as a "level 2." Data collection for the diagnostic phase should take advantage 

of group interviewing techniques, supplemented with individual interviews and limited 

document analysis. You may save time and stimulate discussion by setting up group 

interviews that bring together individuals responsible for different aspects of one issue, such as 

IRM investment decisions. 

3.4 Identifying Areas for Detailed Review 

For each criteria statement listed in each of the six diagnostic areas, you should determine 

whether there is evidence of problems that should be explored in more detail. If your agency 

has not developed or implemented all of the management practices described under 

"institutionalized" in a particular area, you should flag that area for possible additional work. 

A summary sheet is provided at the end of the diagnostic phase to roll up the results of your 

benchmark assessments. 

If the summary chart shows that two or three areas are rated low on their benchmark scales, 

you should probably plan to target those practices for detailed review. If you nnd that all or 

most. of the areas are at low levels of nlaturity, you may need to reduce the list by considering 

other factors, such as 

• agency priorities and judgments about which practices address its most serious 

performance problems; 

• congressional interests and concerns; 

feasibility or receptivity of the agency to improve a selected practice; and 
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• your judgment on which of the 11 practices offer the most payoff for your agency, 

or make the nl0st sense as a first step in a long-range improvement process. 

The assessment team should discuss this selection with top agency executives and look for 

opportunities to get buy-in from them on what the improvement priorities should be. 

Agreement at this early stage could lead to a more positive outcome at the end of the 

assignment, when you will recOlnmend an action plan for improvement. 

3.5 Outputs 

The diagnostic phase should produce two outputs. First is a short summary of your initial 

assessment, identifying areas of greatest concern in the agency's IRM practices. The summary 

should include some initial observations on IRM problems and what the agency could do to 

make improvements. Second, t e assessment team should prepare a project plan, showing a 

work breakdown for carrying out a more detailed assessment of targeted practices. The 

detailed review section, described in section 4, will provide you with more comprehensive 

issues, questions, and criteria for you to use in assessing the 11 practices on an individual 

basis. 

3.6 The Diagnostic Tools: Tables, Benchmark Scales, and Summary Sheet 

The remaining pages of this section contain the tables and scales for each of the 6 diagnostic 

areas. At the very end of this ~ection are the summary sheets to help you record the results of 

the benchmark exercise. Each of the criteria statemf,nts within the 6 diagnostic areas 

corresponds to a row on the summary sheet. 
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Diagnostic Assessment Tools 
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{Intentionally Blank] 
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DIAGNOSTIC AREA 1: mE IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TO THE AGENCY 
MISSION 

CrlIkllllllu,: Havt agency executives and senior managers initiated short- and long-term changes, using 
in/ormtltion resources, to help resolve mission problems and improve performance? 

Slplllcance: Dften, a federal organization's approach to managing information resources takes a short-term focus. 
Line managers are not aware of information management issues, nor are they held accountable for effectively 
resolving those issues. Planning processes are closely tied to existing ways of doing business. The result is that 
IRM strategies often have little relationship to critical line operational information needs and technological support 
requirements. 

1. ).g'IIC1 olJkillh r,guwly IISII" th,;, mission 
p.rj'OI'lllllllC' GIld id,ntify pot,ntial contributions o/IRM. 

• Has the agency identified and assessed its critical 
mission performance problems and improvement 
opportunities? 

• Has the agency assessed the potential for using 
information resources in addressing those improvement 
opportunities? 

• Have executives and senior managers communicated to 
all staff a clear commitment to make improvements in 
agency operations? 

2. Lba. """"'gIn tII'I ",Id IICcountabl, for achieving 
pro".". ",ults through th, UII of lRM. 

• Do senior executives hold line managers accountable for 
meeting their goals of improving mission performance 
with information management? 

• Are line managers involved in making critical 
information management decisions? 

3. Agency executives balanc, short-term and long-term 
tJPproGch,i to improvinglRM perforllUlnce. 

• Have senior officials made changes in their IRM goals or 
activities when crises or significant changes to Lie 
agency's environtnent have occurred? 

• Does the .agency have short- and long-term IRM goals 
and milestones? 

• Have senior. managers recognized and supported 
chan1pions for IRM improvement efforts? 
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Documents: 

• Analysis of current 
condition, assessment 
of environment, 
emerging needs, and 
changing technologies 

• Action plan for 
improvement 

• Inventory of 
improvement projects 
that are planned or 
underway, with 
objectives and 
milestones 

• Organization 
strategic and 
operational plans 

• Performance 
measurement data 

People: 

• Senior executives 

• CIO 

• Program heads 

• IRM operations head 

• Internal "champions" 
of IRM improvement 
efforts 



Typical ~IeDII: This iss~e could be a concern in the agency if there is little or no mention of IT applications 
as one way to address agency mission delivery problems, although other agencies with similar problems have made 
heavy use 'of .IT. Aqother indicator might be that the iRM pla~ is prepared and signed off by IRM profe.ssionals. 
In this case, executives and program managers may have limited knowledge of what the IRM strategic plan lays 
out as goals and' objectives, how key infor:mation resource decisions are made, or how strategic and operational 
IRM plans 'aR-implemenWi 
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BENCHMARK MATRIX FOR DIAGNOSTIC AREA 1: 
mE IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TO THE AGENCY MISSION 

CrlIkallssue: Have agency extcutives and senior managers initiated short- and long-term changes, using 
infortrllJtion resources, to help resolve mission problems and improve performance? 

1III;~1E~_iDB. 

[] Senior line [] Agency officials have 0 Agency officials have [] Agency officials 
mQMgement does not identified a set of assessed the performance regularly assess 
recognize the strategic programs that are of their most visible their mission 
potential of information dependent on or could and/or critical program performance and 
resources. Instead, be improved with functions. identify potential 
they see IRM as an information contributions of 
administrative junction management, and are [] Senior managers are IRM. They set 
that has linle or assessing their actively involved in priorities for 
nothing to do with information making technology improving mission 
accomplishing program requirements. decisions based on their performance 
objectives. program requirements. through effective 

[] Senior line managers IRM. 
IJ Senior officials do not are beginning to take 

have a strategic vision responsibility for 0 Key activities, such as 0 Line managers are 
that indicates how IT strategic business putting champions in held accountable 
will be used to improve decisions, in which IT place to encourage for achieving 
mission performance. solutions play a part. change, are underway. program results 

through the use of 
0 Line managers do not [] There are few if any 0 Few proposed changes IRM. 

lead information concrete ideas about in IRM are fully in 
ma1IQgement how to change the place. Their benefits 0 Agency executives 
improvement efforts. agency, using have not yet been balance short-term 

information resources. demonstrated. and long-term 
0 Agency officials focus approaches to 

primarily on short-term [] Senior line managers 0 There is still confusion improving IRM 
problems, not on generally delegate IRM- about lin~ manager performance. They 
establishing long-term related decisions to the respomiibilities in the have designated 
IRM objectives and IRM unit. development 0/ internal champions 
goals. in/ormation systems. for IRM 

improvement 
actions. 

Preliminary Assessment of Risk and Opportunities for Improvement: 
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DIAGNOSTIC AREA 2: INTEGRATION OF STRATEGIC PLANNING, BUDGET, AND EV ALUA TJON 

Critkall"u,: Does the agency operate using an integrated strategic management process that is based on internal 
and ext,mal customer needs, links planning to budget and investment decisions, and uses performance assessments to 
revise strategic plans? 

Sipilkance: Federal agencies are required to conduct multi-year strategic planning. Strategic planning and budget 
requests should <!emonstrate how infonnation technology will be acquired and operated to support mission and 
program needs. However, for many federal agencies, strategic planning and its integration with budgeting and 
evaluation is a cumbersome, paper-intensive process that rarely focuses on producing results for the public. Overall, 
decisions do not fit together into a strategic management framework that starts with agency strategic planning and 
ends with performance assessments, serving as input to follow-on strategic planning. 

1. A,Ine, ofJiciab (a) id,nti/J tutd p,riodicall, rllUIIS' 

III'. II1Ul priorilUl 0/ custom" groupl, (b) incorporate 
III'. into p""" tIIId gOtJb, and (c) IfUIIch product, and 
IInkll to cUlto"." l1'Oup'. 

• 

• 

• 

Has the agency identified its internal and external 
customer groups and assessed their needs? 

Has the agency focused its strategic mission 
planning on the highest priority customer needs and 
mission goals? 

Has the agency matched its specific products or 
services to the needs of customer groups? 

2. SInIl.gk plluuJiII" buglting, GIld IWlbuUioll 
proe"," tU'I (a) /uU, int'grtU,d, tuUl (b) w,d to male, 
,,,' program improv,m,lII and IT inv,stm,nt d,cisions. 

• Does the agency use these strategic processes to 
make key decisions cn program budgets and 
information system investments? 

• Are outputs of one process used as inputs to 
another? 

• Are decisions consistent across the processes? 

Documents: People: 

• Agency business and • Key internal customers 
IRM strategic plans 

• IRM operational 
plans 

• Description of the 
strategic planning 
process 

• Agency guidance and 
requirements for budget 
and planning processes 

• Representatives of 
selected external customer 
groups 

• Senior program officials 

• CIO 

• Senior executives 
(political appointees) 

Typical Problems: Integration is a concern in agencies whose planning, program, budget. and analysis organizations 
communicate at arms length and interact more as adversaries than as allies. As a result, key strategic directions and 
resource allocation decisions are made on an ad hoc basis, not as part of an overall strategic management framework. 
For example, strategic plans are not used to prepare operation'j plans, budget decisions, or evaluation activities. 
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BENCHMARK MATRIX FOR DIAGNOSTIC AREA 2: 
INTEGRATION OF STRATEGIC PLANNING, BUDGET, AND EVALUATION 

Crilkal',sue: Does the agency operate using an integrated strategic management process that is based on internal 
and external customer needs. links planning to budget and investment decisions, and uses performance assessments to 
revise strategic plans? 

Cl Agency decision- Cl The agency is [] Agency officials have [] Agency officials 
making is neither identifying its identified the major identify and 
strategic nor based on customers and business needs of internal and periodically reassess 
a systematic review of goals, and preparing external customer the needs and 
customer needs and strategic plans to groups. priorities of its 
mission objectives. address those customer internal and external 

groups. [] Strategic plans link to cu~ 'omers groups. 
[] Decision-makers often other strategic 

have only an intuitive management Cl The agency 
sense of what the [] IRM is not explicitly processes, with the incorporates customer 
customer or the linJced to mission impact of IT needs into the goals 
pr:Jgram really need. objectives or customer considered as part of and objectives of its 

needs. this integrated strategic and 
[] Major IRM decisions, process. operational plans. 

aJ/ecting customers [] Agency products and 
and progra • are left services are not [] Agency officials 
to mid-level managers matched to specific [] Progress against match their products 
who have only limited customer groups. expected ptrfonnance and services to 
awareness of program is evaluated customer groups. 
issues. [] Strategic management irregularly and is not 

processes are not being linked back to [] Strategic planning, 
[] Strategic pltmning is integrated. Planning. planning or budgeting,and 

not integrated into budgeting. and investment decisions. evaluation processes 
other Icey management implementation cycles are fully integrated in 
processes such as are not feeding into one a comprehensive 
budgeting, investment another. Resource strategic management 
selection, or program decisions are made framework. 
evaluation. independently of 

planning decisions or [] Strategic management 
measured performance. processes are used to 

make key program 
and investment 
decisions. 

Preliminary Assessment of Risk and Opportuilities for Improvement: 
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DIAGNOSTIC AREA 3: MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF KEY MISSION DELIVERY PROCESSES 

Critical Issue: Does the agency effectively use mission delivery and IRM per/orm!lnce measures to gauge hOw well 
the agency meets the needs of key externai customers? 

Sipilkance: Performance measures should playa key role in demonstrating whether the agency is meeting its 
mission goals and objectives. Some of these measures wi1l focus on the delivery of services to the putilic, 
independent of information resources. Other measures will track the usefulness of information systems maintained 
for use by internal customers. The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 requires that a)) agencies 
establish strategic planning and performance measurement systems. The act allows for a seven-year phase-in period 
for pilot projects to demonstrate the use of performance measures, administrative discretion for federal managers, and 
the use of.performance indicators in budgeting. In addition, federal agencies that provide services directly to the 
public are required by executive order 12862 (Sept. 11, 1993) to measure and track public satisfaction with their 
services. Finally, the Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990 requires that measures of program performance be 
addressed in financial statements. 

1. The alellc, co,uutelltly IIlel a mix %lltcome and 
eJlkkllCJ perfomumce ",elUlUel to MStlS the impact 01 
iII/ot1lllllioli "",1IQIe,,,ellt activities 011 missioll deli"ery 
a!fd prOdllCtiVity. 

• What performance measures does the agency use to 
track its program and IRM operations? 

• Do these performance measures reflect the quality of 
customer service? 

Documents: 

• Agency performance 
management and 
budgeting plans and 
directives 

• Agency annual 
reports and financial 
statements 

• Are the performance measures periodically reviewed • Program and IRM 
and adjusted to improve their usefulness? strategic plans 

I~------------------------------------------~ 
2. MlllUllen II" ptrlormJlllce data ill key lJUJnagement 
proc"ltl. They II" btuelilltl and bellchlJUJl'lcs IU tools 
lor developilll impro"ement IDah. 

• How are performance indicators used to influence 
key program or IRM decisions? 

• Is performance measured against internal or external 
baselines or benchmarks? 

• BPR process models 

• Performance measures 
and perfor .tlance data 

People: 

• Senior program officials 

• Management analysis 
division staff 

• IT project managers and 
contractor team leaders 

• Controller and budget 
staff 

Typical Problems: Performance measl!res can be a concern in a variety of ways. First, the agency may have 
performance measures that only focus 011 outputs or internal activities, such as number of staff involved in a mission 
deJ.ivery activity. or mea£4lTt::, that are of only one type, such as financial measures. Second, the agency may have 
too many measures, none focused on the "vital few" to help managers assess performance and potentia) problem 
areas and target attention on correcting critical problem areas. Or the agency may have the right measures, but little 
is being done with them in terms of agency decision-making. 
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BENCHMARK MATRIX FOR DIAGNOSTIC AREA 3: 
MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF KEY MISSION DELIVERY PROCESSES 

Crllkallsfu~: Does the agency effectively use mission delivery alld IHM performance measures to gauge how well 
the agency meets rht needs of key external customers? 

F§7FfF:F 

Cl The agency cannot [] Some IRM perfonnance D Outcome·oriented D The agency 
m.?Qsure what it is measures are in place. perfonnance cor.sistently uses a 
accomplishing, for measures ate in place mix of outcome and 
Whom, or at what D The agency is for specific IRM effidency 
cost. beginning to develop products and services. pt)rfonnance measures 

new perfonnance to assess the impact 
0 Decision-making is targets based in part on D Management of hJonnation 

based on untested comparisons with other processes are management activities 
assumptions rather organi7.p.tions and. on beginniJ\g to make on mission delivery 
than measurable feedback from internal consistent use of and productivit .... 
customer needs and customer groups. perfonnance data in 
strategic objectives. decision-making. D Performance measures 

are periodi Iy 
0 Line managers cannol D Performance targets reviewed and adjusted 

judge the mission [] P erformonce measur£ S are based on internal to improve their 
usefulness of IT since are focused on outputs anaJysis or baselines, usefulness. 
information (e.g., number of reports and on some external 
management measures or amount of data) benchmarks. 0 Pmgram and IRM 
are not incorporated rather tha" mission managers use 
in business outcomes, and are used peIfonnance data in 
requirements. inconsistently. 0 PerfomUlnce key management 

measures are not re- processes, including 
0 IRM effectiveness is U Program and evaluated periodically continuous 

assessed independent investment decisions for relevance. improvement 
of program outcomes. are not consislently 

based on performance D Managers do not 0 SenL'I managers use 
data. consistently link benchmarks as a tool 

prog,.am performance for developing 
to IRM products or impro't'ement goals 
services. for program and IRM 

objectives. 

Preliminary AsseSSillent of Risk Sind Opportunities for Improvement: 
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--------------------------- ----------------- - --- -

DIAGNOSTIC AREA 4: FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN 
ARCHITECTURF 

CriticallSlue: Is the agency focusing IRM goals, strategies, and resources on core business process 
improvement within the context of an organization-wide architecture? 

Sipilkance: Achieving dramatic improvements in the way federal agencies meet the needs of the public is a 
driving force behind efforts such as the National Performance 1·~ .. ,iew and the Govemment Performance and 
Results Ac~. To achieve these results, agencies must select appropriate improvement techniques, ranging from 
continuous quality improvement efforts to radical changes in basic work processes. Business process 
reengineering is a key element of an overall improvement program because it provides an approach for 
dramatically impr(Jving cost, quality, and speed of service within a relatively short time. 

1. TIN Glellc1 enlage! in process improvement effons to 
enGle order-o!-tIIIIgnitud(d improvtments. 

• Does the agency have a process improvement program? 

(' Does the program include projects expected to result in 
order-of-magnitude improvements in cost, quality, andlor 
service delivery? 

2. I",provement projects are customer-oriented and focused 
011 con bwinl" processes. 

• Has the agency identified its customer needs, and the 
core processes which service those customer needs? 

Do lhe ircprovement projects focu~ on core mission 
delivery processes? 

3. The agency uses infomullion and IT arcl,iiecturts to 
support ill process improl'ement. 

• 

• 

Do th~ agency's architectures include standards for data, 
hard ware, and software structures, and a sta.ldard 
configuration management process? 

Do internal customers and top managers pruticipate in 
defining the standards and architectures? 

====================~ 

Docu.ments: 

• Charter of the 
process improvement 
program 

• Process 
improvement goals, 
strategies, and 
techniques 

" Inventory of 
improvement projects 

• Customer needs 
analyses 

• Reengineering 
proj~t plans 

I.- Agency data 
standards and systems 
architecture standards 

• Performance 
indi~ators 

People: 

, Senior executives 

• BPR project leaders 

• CIO and head of 
IRM operations 

Typical Problems: Agencies may not have a well-developed process im~rovement program in place that 
provides a robust variety of improvement techniques. Agencies may not understand their customers' needs or 
the work processes in pla~ to meet customer needs, and may la<;k perfonnance measures to detemline how well 
they meet those needs. Improvement efforts may be leading to the development of more stovepiped information 
systems because the agency lacks architectural standards to guide major changes in information systems that 
result from reengineering. 
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BENCHMARK MATRIX FOR DIAGNOSTIC AREA 4: 
FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARCHITECTURE 

CrilkalISSllt: Is the agency focusing IRM goals, strategies, and resources on core business process improvement 
within the context of an organization-wide architecture? 

[J There is no agency
wide program for 
pnocess i~nove~n~ 
or the existing program 
does not effectively 
target a small number 
of core business 
processes. 

o I~nove~nt 
techniques (e.g., TQM, 
BPR) are not selected 
to match the specific 
pnoblems they are 
intended to solve. 

o Improve~nt pnoje(.'ts 
are stovepipe efforts, 
not integrated or 
guided by agency 
architectures. 

[J An agency-wide 
improvement program is 
being established that 
incJudes BPR. 

0 Core business processes 
have been defined, and 
BPR projects are easily 
distinguished from other 
improvement efforts. 

o Core processes have not 
been sufficiently 
analyzed for needed 
improvements, with 
expected process 
outcomes redefined. 

o Improvement pr;orit~es 
and project selection 
methods are not 
established. 

o irot. ~ss improvement 
projects are not always 
strongly linked to 
customer needs. 

0 An established process 
improvement program 
is in place. 

0 Senior executives set 
priorities for 
improvement projects 
to ensure that they are 
directed at core 
processes. 

o Comprehensive 
architectural standards 
covering data, systems, 
and business models 
have not been 
established to allow 
integration among the 
projects. 

o Implementation plans 
lack well-defined 
performance indicators 
that link to customer 
needs. 

Preliminary Assessment or Risk and Opportunities ror Improvement: 
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Cl The agency engages in 
BPR or other process 
improvement efforts, 
focused on order-of
magnitude 
imprm'ements in cost, 
quality, or customer 
service. Expected 
payoffs and risks are 
defined and understood 
by top executives. 

Cl Projects are customer
oriented and focused 
on core business 
processes. 

o The organization 
consistently follows 
comprehensi ve 
architectural standards 
that govern data and 
technology a!t wen as 
procedures for 
mapping key processes 
and information flows. 
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DIAGNOSTIC AREA 5: MANAGE PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 

CriJicallssue: Does the agency use an ;nvdtment review board (IRB) led by executive ntalUJgers to make IRM 
inilestment decisions, including initial funding decisions for proposed projects and periodic reviews throughout the 
project life cycle? 

Significance: IRM projects are increasingly vital for mission perfonnance. Budget constraints, increasing customer 
demands, and the integration of services across agencies and levels of government heavily rely on infonnation 
resource capabilities. IRM projects are now recognized as being strategic investments--itoportant for the agency's 
future--rather than as necessary expenses. 

1. Tht agency uses an investment re)"iew board (IRB) led 
by executive nullUlgers to mtlke key investment decisions. 

• Is there an IRB? 

• Does the IRB oversee all IT investments? 

Documents: 

• IRB charter 

• IRB member list 

• IRS decision 
• Are senior pmgram and infomlation managers involved as memoranda or other 

active members of the IRB? records of actions 

2. The lRB lUes a disciplined process to select and review • Selected IRB meeting 
projects. minutes 

• \\'hat decision criteria does the IRB use to approve 
projects? 

;; Does the board continue its reviews throughout a project's 
life cycle? 

3. The lRB manages the proportions of expenditure on 
maintenance and strategic investments. 

• Does the IRB detennine how much the agency spends on 
maintaining systems versus new development projects? 

• What are the relative proportions of eX,penditure? 

• IRB members 

• Line managers 

Typical Problems: An agency may not view information resource decisions as inves'ment decisions. Instead, the 
agency may view an IT purchase as a short-term cost, not something for the long term benefit of the agency. The 
agency may not have a systematic way to make and hold to IT investment decisions. These decisions may be made 
by lower le"el managers, and only subject to pro forma senbr management review. It may also be a cause for 
concern if the agency has an investment process, but the process is not based on well-understood criteria, or the 
decisions are freql:lently changed for reasons of expediency. 
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BENCHMARK MATRIX FOR DIAGNOSTIC AREA 5: 
MANAGE PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 

Critical Issue: Does the agency use an investment revi~w board (IRB) led by executive managers to make IRM 
investment decisions. including initial funding decisions for proposed projects and periodic reviews throughout the 
project life cycle? 

(] The agency has no -(] An investment review 0 The investment review o All IRM investments 
central committee or board is in place, with board involves senior are approved by the 
review board, led by technical specialists managers in some IRB, made up of 
senior line managers. applying ad hoc capacity. senior program and 
to make critical decision criteria to information managers. 
investment decisions. proposed project (] The agency is moving 

selection. away from multi-year, o The IRB uses explicit 
o Information system high-risk projects decision criteria to 

projects are Justified. o Consistent system toward a modular select and manage all 
developed. and investment criteria are approach, with specific IRM projects. 
maintained by technical under development. benefits expected of 
staff with linle input each module. 0 The board reviews all 
from senior line projects throughout 
managers. o The board does not (] IT spending is being their life cycles. 

consistently oversee categorized by purpose, Levels and frequency 
(] There is no cor.sistent projects throughout such ali ma~ntenance, of review depend on 

process in place to their life cycles. enhancement, or new the benefits, risks, and 
apply management development. costs of each project. 
decision criteria to all 0 Investment review 
phases of Q;l board meetings have no o Line manager o The IRB controls the 
information system life senior line management involvement in IRM scope and length of 
cycle. representation. issues is not well new projects to reduce 

defined. risks and increase their 
o More emphasis is 0 Projects are selected to probability of success. 

placed on meet immediate 0 The investment review 
enhancing/maintaining program needs. not board lacks authority to o Projects are clearly 
current systems than strategic priorities. enforce its decisions. defined as strategic, 
developing strategic maintenance, or 
systems. o Large. multi-year 0 The IRB does not development/enhance-

projects comprise the enforce an appropriate ment. The IRB 
bulk of investment. balance between determines how much 

maintenance and is invested in each 
strategic investments. type of project. 

Preliminary Assessment cf Risk and Opportunities for Improvement: 
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DIAGNOSTIC AREA 6: BUILD ORGANIZATION .. WIDE IRM CAPABILITIES TO ADDRESS MISSION 
NEEDS 

Critical Issue: Has the agency established clear roles for line managers and information resource managers as 
internal customers and suppliers. positioned a Chief Information Officer (CIO) as fl senior manager. and established 
a professional development program for line and IRM managers? 

Sipilicance: This issue assesses an agency's efforts to build and maintain information management capabilities. 
In the past, line managers have delegated most aspects of information resource planning, design, and operations to 
technical professionals and consultants. IRM professionals needed to know little about mission delivery issues as 
they dealt with individual system delivery projects and applications. Today, however, information management is an 
inseparable part of mission delivery, as important as policies, people, finances, and facilities. Line managers should 
understand how IT applications are important to mission delivery strategies and performance. IRM personnel should 
bave a better understanding of mission delivery to ask meaningful systems design questions, provide advice on 
emerging technologies, and assess the continued appropriateness of existing intormation resource services. IRM 
leadership should be an integral part of senior management. 

1. Un, IIUUUIg,n id,ntify information ne,ds, whih IRM 
pro/tlliolUlh luppl, infortnDJion productl and link". 

• Do line managers take the lead in identifying their 
information and performance needs? 

• How do IRM managers and staff support line managers 
with products and services? Do they measure satisfaction 
with their services? 

2. A CIO is pWeed as an executive ItUllUlgement fHUlner. 

• Does the position of CIO (or an equivalent) exist, and has 
it been filled with a person experienced in both 7~M and 
general management? 

• Is the CIO seen as credible and effective in improving 
IRM strategies and service delivery? 

3. The agency has a professional development program for 
line and in/ormolion resource managers. 

• Does the agency assess skills and training needs? 

• Does the agency provide line managers with IRM training, 
and IRM officials with training on mission delivery? 

Documents: 

• Description of 
professional 
development program 

• CIO position 
description 

• Inventory of IRM 
skill requirements for 
line and IRM staff. 

• Training program 
(types of courses, 
availability) 

People: 

• Line managers 

• CIO 

• IRM operations 
managers 

Typical Problems: The agency may have a problem in this area if line managers have little knowledge of or 
training in IRM, and consistently delegate IRM decisions to technical professionals or consultants. Another 
indicator is the placement of the IRM function sl,veral kvels below the agency head, precluding significant top 
management attention. 
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BENCHMARK MATRIX FOR DIAGNOSTIC AREA 6: 
BUILD ORGANIZATION-WIDE IRM CAPABILITIES TO ADDRESS MISSION NEEDS 

CrlIktJllllue: Has the agency established clear roles for line managers and information resource managers as internal 
customtrs and suppliers, positioned a Chief Information Officer (CIO) as a senior manager, and established a 
professional development program for line and IRM managers? 

CJ Lint and IRM 0 Line and IRM 0 LinelIRM multi- 0 Line managers 
managers rarely managers are defining disciplinary teams identify their critical 
benefit from one their respective roles have been formed, requirements for IRM 
anothers' respective and responsibilities. and current and support or services. 
expertise when future IRM skills They provide regular 
developing mission- 0 The CIO has IRM have been identified. feedback on the 
based IT decisions. skills and participates, quality and timeliness 

at least some of the 0 The CIO vJorks with of service they 
0 Line managers do not time, in agency program managers to recei ve from IRM 

assess the adequacy improvement efforts as implement IT units. 
of information a bridge between IRM solutions, and line 
services, while IRM and line managers. managers depend on 0 IRM professionals are 
managers do not look the CIO's expertise. held responsible for 
fur or use line staff 0 The agency is providing services 
feedback. cataloging its C .. iTent 0 Program costs and and support to line 

and future IRM skills benefits are not managers and staff. 
CJ The CIO, if there is requirements. always taken into 

one, has duties other account by JRM 0 A CIa is placed as an 
than IRM and has managers. executive 
weak IRM 0 IRM managers are not management partner. 
qualifications. evaluated based on D IRM managers do not Executives and senior 

their contributions to use feedback from line managers rely on 
D The CIO does not or business solutions. program managers in the CIa's IRM 

cannot act as an evaluating the quality expertise and 
advisor to senior line 0 Senior line officials do of information recognize his or her 
managers. not depend on the CIO services. contri butions. 

to help develop 
solutions. 0 The CIO is well 0 The agency has a 

versed in either IRM professional 
0 Line and IRM or general development program 

managers work p orly management, but not for line and 
together because both. information resource 
information managers, creating a 
management 0 Senior managers do broad skill base. The 
responsibilities are not provide sufficient agency provides 
vague and inconsistent. resources for training sufficient resources 

to improve skills. for training. 
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3.7 Determining "Nhere to Focus a Detailed Review 

You should use the following chart to summarize the results of your diagnostic assessment. The 

criteria listed below are the same as those shown in each of the preceding six diagnostic areas. The 

chart will help you get a quick overview of how all the diagnostic areas were scored, and which 

ones are of special concern because of their low maturity level. Note that each diagnostic area has 

practice numbers in parentheses which refer to the 11 practices found in the detailed review section. 

These are the practices you could select to review in detail for the diagnostic areas that are weak. 

Diagnostic ATla 1: Agency officials regularly assess their mission performance 
and identify potential contribution.Cj of IRM. (practice I) 

Diagnostic Area 1: Line managers are held accountable for achieving program 
results through the use of IRM. (practice 2) 

Diagnostic Area 1: Agency executives balance short-term and long-tenn 
approaches to improving IRM performance. (practice 3) 

Diagnostic ATla 3: The agency consistently uses a mix of outcome and efficiency 
performtlllce measures to assess the impact of information management activities 
on mission delivery and productivity. (practice 5) 

Diagnostic Area 3: Managers use performance data in key management 
processes. They use baselines and benchmarks as tools for developing 
improvement goals. (practice 5) 
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DID,IIOItk ArlG 5: The agency uses an investment review board (IRB) led by 
executive numagers to malee key investment decisions. (practice 7) 

DID,IIOItiC ArlG 5: 'file IRB uses a disciplined process to select and manage 
projects. (practice 7) 

DiarllOItk ArlG 5: The IRB numages the proportions of expenditure on 
mtlintenance and strategic inves~nts. (practice 7) 
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4.0 DETAILED REVIEW 

4.1 Objective 

The objective of the detailed review is to (1) fully review the management practices 

individually and in more depth than in the diagnostic phase, and (2) r:commend specific , 

actions for improvement. 

4.2 Procedures 

The toolkit in this section is similar in design to the diagnostic phase. The key difference is 

that the practices are no longer grouped into six categories. Instead, each practice is treated 

separately. There is at least one benchmark scale for each practice, and sQme of the more 

complex practices have two or three scales. Each practice includes: 

• a description of the critical issues to be assessed, 

• some advice to consider in pursuing the issues, 

• potential information sources, 

• criteria statements that describe the ideal conditions that you would like to see for 

the practice, and 

• key questions to ask to get the information you need to place the agency on the 

accompanying benchmark scale. 

You will use this Inaterial to perform an in-depth assessment for each of the practices you 

selected for detailed review at the end of the diagnostic phase. Essentially, you are following 
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the same assessment procedures as in the diagnostic stage. Using the criteria statements and 

questions, you work with people in your agency to (1) understand how well they are currently 

applying the management practices and (2) place the agency at a specific maturity level on 

the benchmark scale. 

4.3 Analysis of Strengths and Weaknesses 

As you review each practice in detail, you should summarize your observations, conclusions, 

and proposed recommendations for helping your agency to move up the benchmark scale over 

time. The agency's place on the benchmark scale, coupled with your interviews and review 

of relevant documents, should enable you to be specific about what aspects of the practice 

your agency is doing well, and what steps it needs to take in order to move up the scale. 

4.4 Core Recommendations for the 11 Practices 

The following are core recommendations for each of the 11 practices. They are general in 

nature and are appropriate in helping nearly any agency, large or small, get off to a good 

start. You should consider making these recommendations in cases where the agency has not 

begun to implenlent the practice(s) that are found to be at a low maturity level following a 

detailed review. 

• Practice 1: Recognize and Communicate the Urgency to Change 1nformation 

Management Practices 

To make a convincing business case for change~ senior executives should: 

initiate a thorough review of (1) current performance, (2) information systems 

spending, (3) projected versus realized results, and (4) major in~ormation 

management problems; and 
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benchmark information management practices against leading organizations-

preferably chosen according .to objective data or recognized criteria. 

• Practice 2: Get Line Management Involved and Create Ownership 

To increase line management accountability for the mission i~pact of inforn1alion 

management decisions, senior executives should: 

establish an organization wide information management steering committee chaired 

by the chief executive and led by senior line management, and 

-- identify executive-level sponsors for each major information systems project. 

• Practice 3: ·Take Action and Maintain Momentum 

To initiate an improvement program and maintain its momentum, senior executives 

should: 

educate senior line management through a combination of conferences, training, 

co-location and rotation programs at all levels, and joint visits wi~ information 

management prot~~ssionals to organizations that use technology well; and 

identify an informed, committed opinion-leader to be a champion in supporting 

information management improvement. 
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• Practice 4: Anchor Strategic Planning in Customer Needs and Mission Goals 

To begin linking information systems more closely to customer needs and mission 

goals, senior executives should: 

choose at least one major mission area to specifically define customer groups and 

needs (i.e., those identified through mandated customer surveys) and integrate this 

mission area with stralegic business and information plans, and 

choose at least one major information system initiative and determine if its key 

requirem . will meet both extt'rnal and internal customer needs. 

• Practice 5: Measure the Performance of Key Mission Delivery Processes 

To assess the mission value of information management, senior executives should: 

identify outcome-based measures of accomplishment for a major Ilussion area and 

benchmark performance against a comparable organization, public or private; and 

charter senior manag 1 ent teams to develop measures that specifically assess (1) 

the contribution of information systems investments to mission performance and 

(2) the performance of the internal information management organization. 

• Practice 6: Focus on Process Improvement in the Context of an Architecture 

To begin focusing strategic resources on process innovation in the context of an 

architecture, senior executives should: 
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task a senior management team to lead a high-level analysis of the organization's 

main busine~s processes, and identify and sponsor a rnajor process improvement 

oppo!tcnity; and 

appoint both a business and an information architect--reporting to the information 

management steering comlnittee--to facilitate the design and maintenance of an 

organizational architecture (e.g., work processes, information flows, and 

technology). 

• Practice 7: Manage Infonnation Systems Projects as Investments 

To hold line managers more accountable for project selection, delivery, and rigorous 

reporting, senio! executives should: 

task a team to develop decision criteria for seleclHlg and evaluating major 

information systems projects; and 

institutionalize a proc~ss to propose, select, develop, and evaluate the results of all 

information systerrls in·,estments. 

• Practice 8: Integrate the Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation Processes 

To hegin integrating all the elements of an integrated strategic planning cycle, senior 

executives should: 

choose one critical mission area, if possible limited in scope, to fully integrate 

business and int rmation pl?nning, systems planning, budgeting, and performance 

evaluation; and 
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task a senior management team to ritsign and implement an annual management 

performance report as an input to strategic planning. 

• Practice 9: Establish CustomerlSupplier Relationships Between Line and Informatioll 

Management Professionals 

To get line and information managers working together, senior executives should: 

institute a regular survey of line Inanagement's satisfaction with the information 

management organization's quality, cost, and responsiveness; and 

require every information systems project team to define line and information 

management roles throughout the entire project life cycle. 

• Practice 10: Position a Chief Information Officer as a Senior Management Partner 

To articulate information management's role in mission improvement, senior 

executives should: 

recruit or promote a qualified professional with a track record of results to serve as 

a Chief Information Officer, reporting directly to the Secretary; and 

task the Chief Information Officer to participate in a line management effort that 

identifies major opportunities to use information systems to enhance performance. 
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• Practice 11: Upgrade Skills and Knowledge of Line and Information Management 

Professionals 

To upgrade information management capability, senior executives should: 

systematically identify infonnation managenlenr skill targets and gaps for both line 

managers and information managemtmt professionals. and 

fully integrate sklll and knowledge requirements in performance evaluations and 

promotion criteria. 

4.5 Organization-Specific Recommendations 

In addition to the generic, core reconlmendations that apply to organizations that are just 

getting started in the practices, you should look for opportunit.ies to develop recommendations 

that are tailored to the specific situations you have found at YOUi: agency. In general, the 

criteria statements in each practice can he transformed into a specific recommendation for 

action, if the agency is deficient in that area. 

You should work with your agency's top management to develop an action plan that indicates 

how the organization plans to go about implementing the recoffilnended actions. Remember 

that it takes time to implement the practices and bring them up to a "leading organization" 

level (see section 1.2). The implementation steps should be raeasurable over time, so that the 

agency can demonstrate the progress it is making. 

4.6 OutputslDeliverables 

The assessment. team's deHverables for this phase are a chara~tenzation of the strengths and 
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weakness in the agency's information management practices. This characterization will be 

used to develop an action plan recommending general and specific steps for improvement. 

4.7 DetaUed Review Tools 

The material tbat follows are the detailed, practice-by-practice assessment tools. You should 

use these to revir.w the management practices that you identified in the diagnostic phase as 

warranting further review. Or, if you wish, you can simply select practices that are of 

particular interest or concern to your agency without going through a diagnostic exercise. 
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Detailed Review Tools for the 11 Pra.ctices 
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Practice 1. RECOGNIZE AND COMMUNICATE THE URGENCY TO CHANGE INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Critical Issue: Have senior executives assessed how lRM contributes to mission performance, aM 
communicated an urgent business case for improving lRM management if necessary? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: One of the most importanl motivators for IRM change is executive and 
senior management activities and behaviors. They have to make the business case for change and communicate 
it widely in the organization. You should look for "hands on" involvement in IRM decision-making, 
communications, and follow-up evaluation activities, such as senior executives asking for information and 
assessments of mission performance and raising questions that relate lRM decision-making to mission delivery 
decisions. IRM professionals may be initial facilitators or catalysts for the change, but senior executives must 
take on the actual leadership of IRM change. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, public relations personnel; organization internal and external communications such as newsletters, memos, 
or press releases; organization strategic mission and operational plans; IRM strategic and operational plans. 

1. Senior executives identify and assess the organk!ltion's critical mission performance issues and 
probkms. 

Do senior executives identify and assess mission performance issues? 
Do the executives have a systematic way to identify and assess these issues? 
Have the mission performance problems been qualitatively and quantitatively assessed in outcome-oriented 
terms? 

· Have the mission performance problems been prioritized? 

2. Senior executives directly link these mission performance issues and problems to crucial lRM strategies, 
IJCtivities, and cunent and emerging informatioll tecllnology applications that can strengthen mission 
performance. 

Do senior executives' behavior and activities demonstrate that importance is placed on IRM strategies, 
activities, and IT applications as key management areas? 
If there are mission performance problems, have shortcomings in IRM effectiveness or efficiency been directly 
related to these problems? 
Have senior executives taken action to operationalize a strong decision-making relationship between IRM 
strategies, activities, and IT applications and mission deli ~ry? 

· Have there been positive results from those actions? 
· Have senior executives helped overcome difficulties encountered in linking mission performance problems to 

IRM strategies. activities, and IT applications? 
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Practite 1. RECOGN:IZE AND COMMUNICATE THE URGENCY TO CHANGE INFOl{MATION 
. MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Critical Issue: Have senior executives assessed how IRM c.ontributes to m'~'sion peiformance, and 
communicated an urgent business case for improving IRM management if necessary? 

3. Senior executives, using aU availtlble 'communication channels, make the business case for clumging to a 
management apprODCh thllt integrates IRM decision.making wah mission operations organizlltion-wide. 

Do senior executives use benchmarking or self-evaluation results in formulating a strong business case for 
IRM decision-making in the organization? 
Are internal and external communication channels used to communicate the business case for change? 
Are the main communicators at the right level and/or positions to make the business case; heard? 
Is the business case made often through communic~tion channels? 
Are senior executives working closely with the Congress, OMB, and GSA to explain the case for IRM 
change? 

4. The organizotion estDhlishes an IRM performance baseline by benchmarking against leading 
organizotions (e.g., comparable organizations) to cluJllenge accepted lulbas and set appropriate targets 
for clumge . 

. Is external IRM benchmarking done? What organizalions are benchmark partners? 
Did the organization use a formal or systematic approach in conducting the benchmarking? 
Has benchmarking been used to drive improvement efforts or confirm retention of existing practices? 

Typical Problems: 

- Senior management is uneducated and unaware of the critical importance of strategic information 
management. 

- There are few or no fact-based efforts to assess and diagnose information management problems. 
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PRACTICE 1: RECOGNIZE AND COMMUNICATE THE URGENCY TO CHANGE INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Critical/.'Slue: Have senior executives assessed how IRM cOTitributes to mission peT/ormance and communicated an urgent 
business case for improving IRM. if necessary? 

Cl Senior executives see no Cl Senior executives are Cl Senior executives [] Senior executives 
need to identify and assess identifying their assess mission identify and assess 
mission peT/ormance issues mission performance performance issues critical mission 
and problems--petformance issues and problems. and problems. performance issues and 
is seen as satisfactory. problems. 

Cl Senior executives have Cl Senior executives link 
Cl Senior executives have not asked for input on the mission performance Cl Senior executives 

identified or assessed the relationship between issues and problems directly lin these 
lin1c4ge between mission mission performance to existing IRM performance issues and 
performance and IRM. issues and problems strategies, activities, problems to IRM 

and existing IRM and IT applications. strategies, activities, and 
Cl The organization has never activities and IT CIJrrent and emerging IT 

assessed its IRM practices applications. Cl Senior executives are applications. 
completing a business 

Cl The organization has never Cl Senior executives case for changing Cl Senior executives use 
benchmarked its IRM rarely mention the IRM practices. formal and informal 
petformance or collected business case for communicatio 1 channels 
baseline IRM data. change. leaving that to Cl The organization has to make the business 

senior IRM officials. begun to benchmark case for integrating IRM 
IRM practices against into decision-making 

Cl Senior executives art leading organizations. organization-wide. 
in the early stages of 
defining IRM practices Cl Senior executives are 0 The organization 
and any need to communicating the establishes an IRM 
change. business case for performance baseline by 

IRM change only benchmarking against 
Cl The organization is informally and leading organizations to 

developing a plan to inconsistently. challenge accepted 
gather baseline IRM habits and set 
data. appropriate change 

targets. 
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Practice 2. GET LINE MANAGEMENT INVOLVED AND CREATE OWNERSHIP 

Critical Issue: Do senior managers provide IRM ietul ~rship and make program (line) managers accountable 
for the mission impact of IRM and for making criticallRM decisions? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: Senior managers should exhibit IRM leadership and use their behavior and 
activities to encourctge program (line) managers to take charge of IRM decision-making and assume 
accountability for IRM results. You should look for very specific behavior and activities, such as the 
organization head including IRM issues in his or her top executive team meetings or setting strategic IRM 
goals with specific performance targets. IRM decision-makillg should not be delegated three or four levels 
down in the organization. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff; management meeting minute~; organization strategic and operational mission plans, IRM strategic and 
operational plans; performance measurement plans and measures; individual manager performance goals. 

1. The organi:,alion head actively leads the information management steering committee and participates in 
IRM decisions with senior ex~cutivlS. 

Is the organization's head involved in setting, evaluating, or controlling either organization-wide or other 
IRM strategies and issues? 
What IRM decisions, if any, does the organizatiOJ~, head make on a routine basis? 

· What are the roles and responsibilities of the steering committee, and who are its members? 
· Are IRM decisions totally delegated to one of the organization head's deputies or lower in the organization? 

If so, which ones? 
· Does the organization head exhibit behaviors and activities that shoy! strong IRM leadership? 

2. The organi:,alion head sets and communicates clear IRM performance goal~ for all management leveLv, 
and holds Une executives and managers accountable for choosing, supporting, and ensuring effective 
implementation of lRM decisions and IT solutions. 

Does the 'organization head set individual IRM ev luation criteria for the various management levels? 
Does the organization head communicate the existence and content of the IRM goals to the rest of the 
organization? 

· Do line' managers view themselves as accountable for the effective application of information technology and 
for the overall IRM program? 
Does the organization head 'set individual IRM evaluation criteria for the various management levels? 

· Are there other incentives besides performance goals and accountability that encourage line management 
ownership 'of IRM decisions? 

.1. line tnII,u,gers taJce the initiative in defining information needs' and driving IRM solutions and IT 
applications. 

· Does line managers actively work with IRM profes~ionals in defining their information needs for mission 
, delivery? ' 

· Are these information needs well-defined and adequate to devise IRM strategies? Information technology 
applications? 
DO line managers periodically define their IRM strategies and how effective they are for mission delivery? 
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Practi(t 2. GET LINE MANAGEMENT 'INVOLVED AND CREATE OWNERSHIP 

Criticllll!Sue: Do senior managers provide IRM leadership and make program (line) managers accountable 
for the mission impact of IRM and for maJcing critical JRM decision.~? 

4. PoUticIll tUUl clII'ltr offu:iIIlI work togetlaer in the organization to develop IIIfJnagement processes that 
will ensure continuity 0/ management decision-1IUllcing and commitment lor multi-year lRM projects. 

Are political officials--other than the organization head--significantly involved in the organization's IRM 
decision-making? 

· What type of IRM decisions do political officials make, if any? 
· How does the organization promote joint political and career official IRM decision-making? 
· Does the organization provide for decision continuity and commitment when, political leaders change? 

Typkal Problems: 

- IRM department is the primary driving force within the organization for strategic infonnation management; 
senior line managers see it as someone else's job. 

- Few incentives are in place to encourage senior line managers to pay attention or devote significant amounts 
of time to the issue of infonnation management. 
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PRACTICE 2: GET LINE MANAGEMENT INVOLVED AND CREATE OWNERSHIP 
Critkall"u,: Do senior managers provide IRM leadership and make pro~ram (line) managers accountable for the 
mission impact of IRM and for making critical IRM decisions? 

0 The organization head Cl The organization head [] The organization head 0 The organization 
and senior executives has set an expectation has established an head actively leads 
do not hold line that line senior information steering committee 
managers accountable executives and management steering and participates in 
for ensuring that IRM managers work closely committee to lead IRM IRM decisi"ns with 
supports the with the IRM unites) to decision-m~ng. senior executives, 
accomplishment of the identify and resolve including executive-
agency '.'i mission IRM problems. 0 Criteria for level sponsors for IT 

management projects. 
0 Line managers do not 0 A fonnal process exists accountability for IRM 

have a role in actively to involve line decisions and IT 0 The organization 
developing IRAI managers in defining solutions have been head sets and 
strategies and making their information needs established. communicates clear 
decisions to plan, and making key IRM IRM performance 
design, and implement decisions. 0 Line managers goals and holds 
informtJtion systems-- participate in IRM senior and managea"S 
that is left to the IRM 0 Senior executive and project initiation, accountable for IRM 
unit(s). ma!IQger direction, and decisions 1nd IT 

responsibilities for IRM evaluation. solutions. 
are defined in general 
terms only. 0 Political and career 0 Line managers take 

officials have not the initiative in 
0 Senior executives and worked out the defining information 

line managers delegate mechanisms to carry- needs and driving 
IRM decision-making out decision-making IRM solution~ and 
to lower-ltvel consistently for multi- IT applications. 
managers and only year projects. 
infrequently participate 0 Political and career 
in decision-maleing. 0 The steering officials work 

committee's scope is together to ensure 
not comprehensive; it continuity of 
does not meet at least management 
quarterly and/or is not decision-making for 
attended by senior multi-year IRM 
managers personally. projects. 
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Pnctke 2 Nota: Ol'luization-Specinc Findinp and Recommendations: 
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Practic=e 3. TAKE ACTION AND MAINTAIN MOMENTUM 

Critical Issue I: Do senior executives take both a short- and long-term approach to changing and improving 
JRM strategies and performance? 

Advic=e to the Assessment Team: Creating and implementing IRM change when appropriate requires both 
short and long-tenn strategies and taking advantage of opportunities for change. Yo .. , should examine and 
as~ess how senior executives use opportunities, such as budget crises, new legislative l'r executive mandates, 
oversight audits, or other opportunities, to change IRM leadership and/or service delivery structure. In 
management meetings, senior executives should establish strategic goals and operational expectations for IRM 
unit(s). Learning about IRM and mission delivery should be encouraged by senior managers. At the 
individual level, there should be strong incent~ ;es to perform well in IRM areas. 

Potential Information Soure=~: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, organization internal and external communications such as newsi~tters, memos, or press releases; 
organization strategic and operational mission plans; IRM strategic and operational plans; and job descriptions. 

1. Senior executives talce advGlltage ol,hon-term "window, 01 opportunity" (e.g., budget crise, or 
leadership changes) to sigilli' or reinforce the need for IRM improvement. 

Do senior managers id~ntify crises or significant char-ges to the organization·s operational environment as 
windows of opportunity for significant IRM change if needed? 
Do senior executives make appropriate IRM improvements during these windows of opportunity? 

2. Senior executives set clear, concise directions, gools, and milestones lor its lRM unit(s) GIld assess 
IRM's impact on mission perfornumce. 

Do senior executives set out performance-oriented directions, goals, and milestones for the organization·s 
IRM unit(s)? 
Are these directions, goals, and mHestones clear and concise for implementation strategies? 

. Do the directions, goals, and milestones cover short and long term actions and deliverables? 
Do senior executives track the results of changes in IRM, assess their impact on mission performance, and 
drive further improvement? 
Are short- and long-term actions and deliverables aligned? 

--------------------------------------------------~I 
3. Executiv,! and ,senior managers maintain a transition stralegy to align their in/ormation mallllgement 

program with lutllre needs. 

Have executives determined how the agency will move from its short-term efforts to implement :ts long-tenn 
goals and strategies? 
Do the steps and timeframes of the transition plan appear reasonable given the size of the, gap between the 
organization·s current state of IRM and its future needs? 

4. Senior executives expect'line mallllgers to be knowledgeable in how IRM is being or not being used to 
make a difference in mission performQnce, creating support for the improvement process. 

Do the senior ex:ecutives demonstrate behaviors and activities that support educating line managers in IRM? 
Is senior management attention causing the behavioral change in how line management perceives IRM 
support for mission performance? 
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Pradice 3. TAKE ACTION AND MAINTAIN MOMENTUM 

fritical !s£ue !: Do senior executives take both a short- tlIui long-term appruach to changing "and improving 
IRM strategies and performance? 

~'--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~I 
Typical Problem~: 

- There has been a lot of talk and lip service about the need to improve IRM t but lit.tle action. 
- An ini,tially strong effort for IRM improvement has languished for want of follow-through because of senior 

executive turnover and lack of institutionalization. 
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PRACTICE 3: TAKE ACTION AND MAINTAIN MOMENTUM 
CriJic4Jllssll~ 1: Do senior executives take both a short- and long-term approach to changing and improving IRM 
stl'ategies and petformance? 

0 OrganiZOlion officials D Short-term demands or D Senior executives 0 Senior executives 
do not identify problems that create regularly scan their take advantage of 
windows of opportunity opport\Jnities for internal and extemal :ihort term "windows 
f()r challging lRM ct.ange are recognized environments to of opportunity" to 
performance. and provide impetus for identify opportunities signal or reinforce 

better IRM support of for using IRM to IRM improvement. 
0 Managers do not mission perfoTm?nce. support improvements 

assess how effectively in r.1ission performance. 0 Senior executives set 
their IRM strategies 0 Senior managers have a clear, concise 
and applications meet policy that IRM should 0 ~r.nior executives have directions, goals, and 
short-tum base its goals on initiated an IRM milestones for their 
opportunities, or strategic organizational program whose IRM program and 
prepare the goals and objectives. strategic directions and assess IRM's impact 
organization for better goals are driven by on mission 
long-term results. 0 Agency still lacks t. mission strategies dnd performance. 

transition 5trategy to obje.ctives. 
Cl Managers have no align IRM program 0 E~ecutives and 

transition strategies to with future mission 0 Senior managers direct senior man~ ·!rs 
guide implementation strategies, objectives, transition plannin3 to maintain a transition 
of new initiatives. and needs. guide future use of strategy to align their 

jnformation resources. information 
0 Line managers see no 0 There is little incentive managc:ment program 

need to increase their for line managers to 0 Senior executives direct with future mission 
IRM know/.!dge; the increase their line managers to needs. 
agency has not knowledge of IRM and become more 
mapped out a long- its impact on mission knowledgeable about 0 Senior executives 
term lRM program. performance. IRM and how it can expect line managers 

support program to be knov,ledgeable 
D Information systems or perf ornlance. about how IRM is or 

other IT actions are is not making a 
not systematically 0 Line managers do not difference in mission 
assessed on the basis reassess opportunities perfoMlance. 
of their contribution to and improvement 
short- and long-term actions regularly. 
needs. 
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Practice 3 Notes .. Critical Issu.e 1: Olganization.Specific Findings and Recommendations 
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Pradice 3. TAKE ACTION AND MAINTAIN MOMENTUM 

Crilical Issu~ 2: Do senior executives assign effective line managers a.'1 champions to shepherd IRM 
improvement initiatives, and provide incentives for them and other managers to resolve performance problems? 

Advice to the Assessment Team~ IRl\~ _. 'lnge also requires day-to-day help from a credible and visible 
"champion" who takes advantage of opportunities for change. You should examine and assess how senior 
executives position a champion to constantly facilitate, control, and track improvement initiatives. A line 
manager (or support manager if the activity involves a support function) should be set up as the bridge bt!tween 
the senior executive team and IR.\1 professionals. He or she should have defined responsibilities for reporting 
to the senior executive team and authority for resolving issues such as "turf' battles and resource issues. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff. 

1. S~nior ~x~cutiv~s desig1Ult~ and support high-level champions to facilitate lRM ac';vilies day.to-day in 
key business processes. 

Do senior managers identify linr managers as champions in IRM areas? 
Are these line managers from business process areas that rely heavily on or should rely heavily on lRM 
practices and applications? 

2. The champions have clear ''p1'OQCtiv~'' roles, responsibiliJies, and authority thal are adequate to resolve 
problem arEas at a high leveL 

Have senior managers laid out the roles, responsibilities, and authority for the designated champions? 
Do the champions have sufficient authority in the organizations to fulfill expectation for the roles and 
responsibilities they have? 
Are the champions accountable for real. meaningful improvements in IRM and IT applications? 

3. The cluunpions ar~ effective in fulfilling their roles and responsibiliJies, and report regularly to 
~x~cutiv~s and senior managers. 

Are the champions' roles and responsibilities well-understood and recognized in the organization? 
Are the champions performing their roles and responsibilities in line with senior management expectations? 
Do the champions report regularly to executives and senior managers, raising critical issues for top 
management attention? 

4. Ma1lQgem~nt performance reviews, bonuses, and/or promotion decisions include lRM dimensions thal 
ar~ directly related to mission service delivery improvements. 

Are IRM responsibilities and expectations listed in individual manager's performance reviews, bonus 
justifications, and/or promotion decisions?' 
Is inclusion of IRM responsit .ties and expectations making a demonstrated difference in improving IRM 
strategies and performance? 
Does the organization have other incentives to encourage IRM improvement? 
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Practice 3. TAKE ACTION AND MAINTAIN MOMENTUM 

Critical/nut 2: Do stnior txecutives assign effective line managers as champions to shepherd IRM 
improve~nt initiativts, and provide incentives for them and other managers to resolve performance problems? 

Typkal Problems: 

- Champions are designated formally but then not supported when it comes to tough decisions, making them 
"paper tigers." 

- All responsibility for making change happen is placed on the champion~, who cannot change the whole 
system until incentives are readjusted. 

- Champions chosen simply are not effective in catalyzing c~ange. 
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PRACTICE 3: TAKE ACTION AND MAINTAIN MOMENTUM 
CritkalllSut 2: Do senior executives assign effective line managers as champions to shepherd lRM improvement 
initiatives, and provide incentives for them and other managers to resolve performance problems? 

Cl Senior executives Cl Senior executives are 0 Senior executives are 0 Senior executives 
believe that existing <!eveloping the criteria now identifying designate and 
management structures for selecting high-level managers with the support high-level 
and responsibilities are managers who can skills and credibility to champions to 
enough to ensure line serve as champions. act as champions for facilitate IRM 
managers undertake their core busin~ss activities day-to-day 
"championing" roles. 0 ChDmpioning roles, processes. in key business 

responsibilities, and processes. 
Cl Management authority are under Cl Championing roles, 

ptrformonce reviews, development but there responsibilities, and [J The champions have 
bonuses, and/or is considerable authority are being clear proactive roles, 
promotion decisions do resistance from some fonnally established responsibilities, and 
not include JRM senior managers. and communicated to authority that are 
dimensions. the organization. adequate to resolve 

0 ChDmpions are not yet problem areas at a 
in place in the [J Lower level managers high level. 
organization. hDve been designated 

as chDmpions until 0 The champions are 
0 Management senior managers can effective in fulfilling 

performance reviews, be selected. their roles and 
bonul"es, and/or responsibilities, and 
promotion decisions 0 Management report regularly to 
include lRM factors performance reviews, executives and senior 
only for those involved bonuses, and/or managers. 
in major project promotion decisions 
implementation; these consider JRM [J Management 
are included on an ad dimensions, but on a performance reviews, 
hoc basis. limited basis. bonuses, and/or 

promotion decisions 
include IRM 
dimensions related to 
improvements in 
mission service 
delivery. 
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Pradk~ 3 Notes - Critical Issue 2: Organization-Specific Findings and Recommendations 
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Pndice 4: NCHOR STRATEGIC PLANNING IN CUSTOMER NEEDS AND MISSION GOALS 

CriJicallssue: Do the organization's strategic business and IRM plans have goals that directly satisfy explicit, 
high·priority external and internal customer group needs? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: Despite the emphasis on customer service in today's government 
environment, most organizations have not defined well the internal and customer groups to whom they provide 
mission and related IRM services and products. Nor have they prioritized those customers in terms of their 
needs and the seriousness of the performance gap between what the organization delivers and Wi.clt the 
customers expect. You should see if the organization has a complete list of all of its external and internal 
customer groups and if it does a systematic assessment each year of mission problems, including securing 
customer input, categorizing problems by customer group, and then planning corrective acti r 

, . . IRM planning 
and projects should then be targeted at priority customers. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, external customers receiving direct services and products, and suppliers to the organization; customer 
surveys and performance reports; organization strategic and operational mission plans, IRM strategic and 
operational plans; IRM project reports. 

1. The organi:zJltion speciflCtJUy defines us products and services by interlUlI and exterlUll customer groups 
and IIeeds. 

Has the organization defined its major external customers? Internal customers? 
· Has responsibility for identifying customer needs been assigned? 
· Has the organization identified the specific needs of these groups? 

Have these needs been translated into appropriate products and services? 
· Is the assessment updated periodically? 

2. The orgalli.zJllion links specifIC customer group needs to mission performance problems, and assesses 
opportunities to close the gap between performance and needs. 

Are performance issues being examined from a customer perspective? 
Does the organization relate needed improv~ments for mission delivery processes and services to specific 
cl;stomer group needs? 
Does the organization identify and obtain input from internal and external customers on mission delivery 
problems? 

3. Strategic planning is based Oil services and outcomes considered highest priority by internal and 
exterMl customers. 

Has the orgamzation prioritized its customer needs? 
· Did the organization resolve any conflicts and reach a consensus on highest priority customer needs? 
· . Has the organizatio~ used the priority listing to se~ strategic mission goals? 

Does the organization revise its mission goals so they remain relevant to changing circumstances in customer 
needs? Arecuslomers involved in this process? 
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Practice 4: ANCHOR STRATEGIC PLANNING IN CUSTOMER NEEDS AND MISSION GOALS 

Critical Issue: Do the organizution's .;trategic business and IRM plans haye goals that directly satisfy explicit, 
high-priority external and internal customer group needs? 

4. In line with mission goals, the organizlltion tailors lRM products and services to priority customer group 
needs. 

Does the organization use the customer priority listing to help make decisions about . providing major IRM 
products and services? 

. Do major IRM products and services reflect priority customer group needs? 

. Are IRM products and services reviewed and adjusted often to reflect priority customer needs? 

Typical Problems: 

- The organizations's strategic planning is completely disconnected from end-of-the-line external customers 
(the public). 

- Little attention is paid to the information or decision-making needs of external customers. 
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PRACTICE 4: ANCHOR STRATEGIC PLANNING IN CUSTOMER NEEDS AND MISSION GOALS 
CriticallS!"e: Do the organization's strategic business and IRM plans have goals that directly satisfy explicit, high
priority external and intemal customer group needs? 

[J Customers and their [] Customer groups are [J The organization has 0 The organization 
needs are not now being defined. categorized its internal specifically defines 
identified or linked to and external customer its products and 
mission goals, D The organization is in groups and is now services by internal 
problems, or the process of defining each group by and external 
opportunities. analyzing how mission its product. service, and customer groups and 

issues and problems needs. needs. 
[J Strategic plans and related to customer 

goals do not reflect needs. 0 The organization is [J The organization 
customer priorities or assessing mission links specific 
a vision of service to D Products and services problems and how they customer group 
internal and external have been defined link to customer group needs to mission 
customers. overall. needs. performance 

problems, and 
[J IRM plans, products, [] The strategic planning [J The organization is assesses 

and services are not process is used to now restructuring its opportunities to close 
linked to customer identify a limited set of strategic planning the gap between 
needs and mission mission goals. process to better focus performance and 
goals. on customers and needs. 

[] Customer needs are mission goals. 
[J System development stili iGrsely defined by 0 Strategic planning is 

projects are management's [J The organization is based on services 
established without perceptions, rather now assessing its IRM and outcomes 
linkages to customer than directly from products and services, considered highest 
needs. customers. bur has not tailored priority by internal 

them Ib priority and external 
[] The organization has customer group needs. customers. 

not established a need 
to align IRM products 0 Customer needs are not [J In line with mission 
and services to stated in qualitative goals. the 
customer needs. and quantitative terms organization tailors 

that can be used to set IRM products and 
performmace goals and services to satisfy the 
measure how well needs of priority 
goals are being met. customer groups. 
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Pnctke 4 Notes: Ol'lanization-Speciftc Findings and Recommendationl 
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Practice 5. MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF KEY MISSION DELIVERY PROCESSES 

Critiealillue 1: Does the organization effectively use mission delivery and IRM performance measures to 
gauge how well the organization meets the needs of key external customers? 

Advke to the Auessment Team: As was indicated under Practice 4. strategic planning goals should be linked 
to the needs of customers. From the standpoint of mission delivery. meeting the needs of key external 
customers--those who are the intended recipients of government services and products--is paramount. The only 
way to see if those needs are met as well as they can be is through the use of performance measures. You 
should look for the organization to use a select number of external customer pr.rformance measures for each 
mission area and use perfonnance reports in planning, budgeting. and evaluation decisions. IRM measures 
should move away from traditionallRM measures, such as those related to quality. quantity, cost, and cycle 
time of mission products and services, to exte~nal customers. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, Jine and support managers and 
staff. and internal and external customers and suppliers; customer surveys and performance reports; 
organization strategic and operational mission plans, IRM strategic and operational plans. 

1. TIle orglUlirJJlion identif"' outcom,-IHu,d p,rj'0171Ulnc, measures for major mission areas that dir,ctly 
link to ke, exte17llll customer needs. 

· Has the organization identified and developed outcome-based performance measures for every customer 
group that directly receives a product or a service? 

· Ale the perspectives of key e"(ternal customers obtained and considered in developing performance measures? 
· Do performance measures reflect external customer outcomes in terms of factors such as time, cost. quality, 

and quantity? 
· Is there a balance of effectiveness and efficiency measures? 

2. TIle orglUliultioll dellelop' specific p,rfomumce measu. t lor aU IRM produc~s and s,nices that reflect 
mission outcome requil'emelltJ. 

· Has the organization identified and developed performaRce" measures for IRM products and services? 
· Do the IRM performance measures reflect mission outcome requirements? 

Did the organization obtain and consider the perspectives of customer groups in developing the IRM 
measures? 

3. Cuslom,r groups p,riodically relli,w, lIalidat" IJnd accept th, lRM performanc, measures. 

· Did customer groups review and validate"IRM "perfonnance measures as they were developed? 
· Have customer groups accepted the IRM measures? 
· Is there a systematic way to get periodic cust9mer review and validation as IRM measures change? 
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Practice 5. MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF KEY MISSION DELIVERY PROCESSES 

CritkalllJue 1: Does the organi1.tltion effectively use mission delivery and IRM performance measures to 
gauge how well the organi1.tltion meets the needs of key external customers? 

4. MissiQn deU,ery and IRM perfo17llllnce melUure analyses are builJ into planning, budgeting, and 
eWllualion processes and decision-making. 

Are performance trends and gap analysis provided at least once a year for executive managemrnt review? 
Are mission and IRM perfonnanc" measures and reports used in the strategic management process of 
planning? budgeting?' evaluation? 
Have these performance measures and reports significantly impacted these strategic management process 
decisions? 

5. Perfomuuace measurement daIIIlJI'e demonstrably reliable • 

. Does the agency validate the reliability of the data it feeds into its performance measurement system? 

Typical Problems: 

- There is an overwhelming number of measures, with little differentiation between what is really vital versus 
what is marginally important. 

- The performance data is of extremely poor quality or presentation, making it virtually meaningless. 
- Few, if any, measures specifically attempt to detennine the net contribution of infonnation technology 

investments to mission pcrfonnance. 
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PRACTICE 5: MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF KEY MISSION DELIVERY PROCESSES 
Criticalluu, 1: Does the organization effectively use mission delivery and IRM performance measures to gauge 
how well the organization meets the needs of key external customers? 

[J , "e 01 gc.."'UJtion does [J The organization has [J The organization is :J The organization has 
not explicitly set defined performance completing the process established a limited 
annualperfonnance measures for some key of defining set of outcome-baJed 
goals for mission mission ~as on a pilot performance measures performance 
areas 0, IRM services. basis. for major mission measures in all m2jor 

areas, including mission areas that 
[J There is no customer [J Performance goals have specific IRM directly link to key 

. ,view, validation, or been set for some key performance measures . customer needs. 
.. "eptan~e expected of mission areas. 

organization 0 Customer groups are 0 The organization 
performance. [J Customer involvement reviewing and develops specific 

and validation of validating IRM IRM performance 
[J Perjor71J(A!lce measures performance measures performance measures. measures for all 

have not been and goals is sporadic information products 
developed for any and informal. 0 A process for aJ'ld servJC:es, which 

mission areas. routinely collecting, reflect mission 
[J The organization is evaluating, and outcome 

[J The organization has defining some IRM reporting performance requirements. 

not devoted much time performance measures, measures is being 
or effort to defining but most relate to established. 0 Customer groups 

IR,\I performance traditional output periodically review, 

measures. measures, such as [J Too many measures validate, and accep: 

response times. are being used or the IRM ~rformance 
[J Little, if any, attempt considered for use, measures. 

is made to evaluate [J Strategic d. ';sion- reflecting little 
systems' contributions making is only differentiation between 0 Mission delivery and 

to program goals or informally driven by kty outcomes vs. IRM performance 

outcomes. performiUlce-based marginally important measurement 

data. ones. analyses are built 

[J Strategic decision- iuto strategic 

making is not driven 0 Performance data not [J Existing mission management 

by perfomumce-based regularly collected or delivery and IRM processes and 

data. maintained. performance measure decisir·n-!iJaking. 

analyses are 
D Performance 0 Trends and gaps in inconsistently used in 

measured performance strategic management measurement data 

are not routinely processes are demonstrably 

evaluated or used as a reliable. 

basis for management [J Integrity and reliability 
action. of performance darn 

are inconsistent. 
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Practice S. M'EASURE mE PERFORMANCE OF KEY MISSION DELIVERY PROCESSES 

Critkllll""e 2: Does the organization identify and use intemtll and extemnl benchl'TUlrking sources to assess 
its IRM performance? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: One of the most powerful ways to motivate IRM chang" is benchmarking-
eimer against an internal baseline within a function or with another part of the organization, or against an 
external leading organizativn in the S$)me process or function. You should look to see if the orgar.;zation has 
either done internal andlor external benchmarking and what !t has done with the results of the benchmarking in 
strategic planning and setting perfonnance goals. Since benchmarking is in an eariy stage in government, this 
may be an area where little is being done. If so, you should see if the organization has plans to institute 
ben(:hmarking in 'he near future. 

Potential J.nIormation Sourc"'4: interviews with executive~, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, benc.hmar.king plans and repons; IRM sliategic and operltior,al plans 

I. Senior IIIIUUIN"'! an knowledg,abl~ abo"t btm;hmarkif'.g concepts and IuJve desiglUlted staff to c.:md"et 
liiM benc:hmlUking activiti~s. 

. Have senior manegers bet:n edl'cated in benchmarking concc-pts and use~.? 

Have senior managers designated staff to be in charge of iRM benchmarking? 
Are the staff trained in benchmarking and how fo do IRM benchmarking? 

2. Th'- orgunir.lllion AILe: done IRM inter1lll1 ({ndiOl t.xternal benchnuukiilg tlwt covers crilicGIIRM 
ptrfol1N!nce areas. 

Has the organization done either internal and/or external lRM benchmarking? 
If intemaJ, has the organization establish4!d an internal baseline for all of its critical IRM performance areas? 
If external, has the organizatio:l picked credible benchmarking partners for its crhical IRM activities? 

3. Senior managers Ufe intfmal and/or external benchnwrking resulJs to improve lRM goals, 3ctivities, 
and overall per/o'l7UUJCe. 

Will IRM performance be assessed periodically agai:lst iniernal and'or external benchmarking infonnation? 
Have decision-makf'rs used benchmark results to set IRM performance goals and priorities? 

. Is performance against the benchmdrks tracked, analyzed, and reported over time? 

Typical Problems: 

- There are lots of performance goals and targets, but no benchmarks or reference points, usually becau~e the 
organization is supposej}y "unique." 

- Benchmarks.are established in low-value, easY-lo-measure areas as opposed to high-value, hard-lo-measure 
ones. 
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PRACTICE 5: MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF KEY MISSION DELIVERY PROCESS1O''' 
CriJicallssue 2. Senior managers are knowledgeable about benchmarking concepts and have desigth-.. ~d staff to 
conduct IRM benchmarking activities. 

0 No internal or external [J Management endorses [J Management 0 Senior managers are 
studies assessing the benchmarking and is understands und knowledgeable about 
organization's securing resources to endorses benchmarking benchmarking 
peiformance relative comm;!nce new internal to evaluate concepts and have 
to others have been and external organizational designated staff to 
done recently. benchmarking. perfonnance. conduct IRM 

benchmarking 
0 Management does not 0 The organization has 0 The organization has activities. 

support benchmarking collected internal done extensive IRM 
efforts. histori~al informatiOti internal benchmarking 0 The organjzation has 

on IRM peifomuulCe, and is planning done IRM internal 
0 Variations in IRM but these have not been external benchmarking and external 

peiformance goals, systematically analyzed acti vities. benchmarking that 
outcomes. and .tlEainst benchmark covers critical IRM 
peiformance leve:~ standards over time. perfonnance areas. 
across the 0 There is only informal 
organh,atio;\ are not D The available use of the exis:ing 0 Senior managers use 
regularly examined or benchmark information internal benchmarking internal and external 
compared to facilitate has not been addressed to set IRM peiformance benchmarking results 
learning and by senior management goals. manage for to improve IRM 
continuous action plans. results, and gauge goal~ , activities and 
improvement. changes in overall perfonnance. 

performance. 
0 Program goals, 

outcomes, and desired 
peiformance levels are 
established without a 
henchmarlc reference 
as a baseline. 
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Practicil! 6. FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARCHITECTURE 

CriJicallssu~ 1: Does the organization have an organization-wide architecture that provides the infrastructure 
Jor integrating reengineering applications over the long term? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: One of the major problems with any process improvement effort employing 
IRM strategies and information technology applications is the lack of an architecture to support those efforts. 
IRM projects targeted at business process improvement shuuld be done within a well-defined architecture. 
Architectural components generally inc1ude integrated or consistent functional databases, unifonn user 
interfaces, a coherent network platfonn, common systems, standards for infonnation exchange, and applications 
that will fit together. Many organizations may have developed a comprehensive technology architecture 
covering standards for the hardware, operating systems environment, and applications software used in the 
organization; h\>wever, they may not have fully developed data and infonnation exchange standards and 
principles, or network or telecommunications standards. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers aLd 
staff; architecture standards and policies; business process improvement plans. 

1. Th~ organizlltion has a d~fin~d organizaJion·wid~ archit~ctur~ lor data, in/ortrUltion ~xclulng~, uniform 
us~r i.,'1t~rfac~s, n~tworking, and common systems and applications. 

Does the organization have an architecture in place that is appHcable to the entire organiza~on? 
Does it cover data, infonnation exchange, uniform user interfaces, networking, and com men systems and 
application~ ? 
Are architectural st.andards and policies clear and comprehensive? 

2. The ~"chit('ctufZ is I1UUUlg~d at a high level and with sufflCi~nt support, skills, and tools to ~nsur~ th~re 
is a r.uu:~r blu~print to int~grat~ the information systems thai support process improvement. 

Does the organization have a person(s) 'Jr unit(s) responsible for architectural management? 
Is policy responsibility for architectural management placed at a high enough level in the organization to 
ensure organizatiun-wide compliance? 
Is architectural management supported by sufficient personnel wiL~ the right skills? 
Are there too)s--methodologies and other resources--available to support the integration of bu~' ness process 
improvement and IRM planning and applications development? 

3. AU process improvement ~lIorts must meet architecture management standDrds; the architectur~ is 
adtlptabl~ to emerging tcclanologi~s and .. ~roc~$S clUlnges. 

Are process improve.llent projects subject to compliance with architecture management requirements? 
Is the architecture adjusted in a systematic way to accommorlate new technologies that are important to 
performance improvement? 
Is the architecture flexible enough to adjusl to work process changes don,; as a part of reengineering or other 
process improvement efforts? 
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Practi« Ii. FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARCIIITF.cTURE ~ 
CritkallSlue 1: Does the organization have an organization-wide architecture that provides the infrastructure 
for il'!legratingreengineering applications over t'he long term? 

--. ----------------------------------------------------------------~-------~I 
4. 'l'lt~ ",chRee"',,. permits lome controi lind flexibility fit tht local kvel, /adlililting IoclII tuloption 0/ new 

b"IiA~lg proc~SSt'" an4 Illpporting in/orllUllion s.vst,,,,,. 

. Do the policies and architectural management program ensure the integration of critical information and 
information systems'! 

. Do tlle architecture policies and standards permit flexibility for loca! programs or units in adopting new 
business processes and supporting inforrnation systems? 
Are the standards ~tTecthrl: in practice in pennitting some local control anu flexibility? 

-~--.----------------

Typical Problems: 

- Mult:pJe process improvement efforts, large and small, are proceeding with little emphasis on an architecture 
to ensure interoperability and connectivity. 

- Large and complex infonnation engineering and architectural efforts are proceeding that represent very small 
incremental improvements in work processes. 

- Processes are still defined in traditional functional terms, rather than as a limited number of organization
wide core processes. 
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PRACTICE 6: FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARCHITECTURE 
Crilicallssu~ 1: Does the organization have an organization-wide architecture that proviu'es the infrastructure for 
integrating reengineering applications over the long term? 

0 The organization sees 0 The organization is 0 The organization has 0 The organization has 
no need to adopt a starting to define its defined the technical a defined, 
comprehensive comprehensive standards for lts comprehensive, 
architecture. architecture. comprehensive organization-wide 

architecture, and is in architecture. 
0 Architecture 0 Arch i iecture the process of 

management is not managemerat is under implementing it. 0 The architecture is 
defined as an developn • .: ;1t. managed at a high 
important IRM 0 Architecture level and with 
management area and 0 Process improvement management is weB sufficient support, 
no tools are c:vailable efforts, including defined; the skills, and tools to 
fo:- integrJtion. rungineering, are not organization is integrate information 

well integrated with implementing it and systems that support 

0 Management and staff curre'lt architectural has a good selection of process improvement. 

have not recognized requirements; work tools for integration. 
the need to integrate process and technology 0 All process 

process improvement changes are only 0 Not all process improvement efforts 

efforts with slowly brought infll improvement e:!rJTts must meet 

architectural architectural meet architectural architectural 

requirements in order requirements. ,equi rements. standards; the 

to promote architecture is 

interoperability and 0 No tools, 0 The current adaptable to 

connectivity. methodologies, or architerture severely emerging 

technologies are limits local flexibility technologies & work 

0 Local offices are left available to integrate and control. process changes. 

free to ignore any information systems 
existing architectural that support process 0 The architectur'! 

requi rements. improvement. permits some 
flexibility for local 
innovation to 
improve mission 
effectiveness, while 
fostering the 
corporate goals of 
interoperability and 
sharing. 
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Practice 6. FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARCHITECTURE 

Critical Issue 2: Are IRM goals. strategies. and resources focused on core business process improvement? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: IRM planning and budget requests should show that major I projects 
justify themselves as to how they support significant business process improvement. At prese t, most 
organizations are trying to define their core business processes and then prioritize them for impk ovement action. 
You should see to what extent organizations have clearly assessed business process improvement needs before 
they authorize major IRM projects. Projects already underway should be closely scrutinized from the same 
standpoint. 

Potential Information Sotlrces: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, OMB budge! examiners; budget requests and project justifications; business process improvement plans; 
organization strategic and operational mission plans, IRM strategic and operational plans; project reports. 

=======1 

1. AU executives, senior managers, and key line mtllUlgen and their staff have been trained in re
engineering and genev III process improvement. 

Does the organization ensure that re-engineering and general process improvement is a training priority? 
Is the training targeted at executives. senior managers, and key line managers and their staff? 
Have all key personnel received training in re-engineering and generai process improvement? 

2. The organi:.aJion Iuu identif~d and prioritized its core business processes, based on critical mission 
needs, to support a compreMnsive process improvement program. 

Does the organization have an overall business process improvement program? 
Does the organization make a distinction between re-engineering and other process improvement approaches, 
and tailor the right approach to the results needed? 
Has the organization identified i~ core business processes? 
What core business processes has the organization identified? 
Has the orfanization prioritized the core business processes for improvement action based on criti ission 
needs? 
What are the priority core business processes? 

3. For straUgic investments, the organiuUion sekcts IRM projects because they enable signifICant core 
business process improvement (i.e., SO% or more improvement in quality, quantity, cost, and cycle time) 
compared to those of current processes. 

Does the organization make decisions on what, if any, strategic IRM projects can enable core business process 
improvement? 
What type and level of process improvement is the general threshold for strategic IRM project selection? 

4. The organization Iuu a litnitld number of large-scale process improvement projects, consistent with 
organizAtion r~source and staff capacity. 

Does the organization use a systematic process to assess the number of large·scale projects it can handle in 
teoos of resources and capacity? 
What are the organization's current and planned large·scaJe process improvement projects? 
Does the organization have the resources and capacity to handle them adequately over the time frames 
proposed? 
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Pnu:tice 6. FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARCHITECTURE I 
CrlIicllll,,", 2: Ar~ IRM goals, strat~gi~s, and r~sourc~s focus~d on cor~ busin~ss proc~ss improvement? 

S. TM organiZJJtion IUts rapid prototyping cuul conlrolkd deploym,nt in its large ICak improlltm~nt 

projects to minimiu risk and pro,.e ben~fitl til soon til pos.~ibk. 

Does the organization systematically use rapid prototyping and controlled deployment in implementing its 
projects? 

. Has the organization had positive results from using rapid prototyping and controlled deployment in 
minimizing risk and providing benefits rapidly? 

Typical Problems: 

- Processes have been mistakenly identified as "core," when in fact they are not enterprise-wide, but 
functionally-driven. 

- The organization has too many uncoordinated or undefined efforts going on. Some are in conflict with one 
another, while others never get off the ground. 

- A massive, grand d:sign approach to re-inventing the organization fails of its own weight. 
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PRACTICE 6: FOCUS ON PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ARCHITECTURE 
Critkallssue 2: Are!RM goals. strategies. and resources focused on core business process improvement? 

0 The organization does 0 Some executives, senior 0 Some executives, senior 0 All executives, senior 
not have an overall managers, and key line managers, and key line managers, and key 
process improvement managers and staff managers and staff are line managers and 
strategy. have received training familiar with their staff have been 

in process improvement reengineering and trained in process 
0 Reengineering and and reengineering. process improvement, improvement and 

process improvement implications. and reengineering 
are not well 0 Core business processes expected outcomes. 
understood in the are defi ned and the 0 The organization has 
organization. organization is 0 Core business processes identified and 

developing a process are defined and are in prioritized its core 
0 Core business improvement strategy. the process of being business processes to 

processes are not modeled as the support a 
defined or analyzed. 0 Core business process organization defines its compreh~nsive 

analysis is used improvement goals. process improvement 
0 Reengineering and infrequently to select program. 

IRM efforts are and prioritize IRM 0 Core business process 
coordillated on an ad projects. analysis is used to 0 The organization 
hoc basis. select and prioritize selects IRM projects 

0 Reengineering projects initial IRM projects, enabling significant 
0 Proposed are often "stand alone" but exceptions are core busi ness process 

reengineering efforts efforts .uui only permitted. improvement. 
are not based on informally made part of 
assessments of a process improvement 0 Organizational 0 The organization has 
resources and program. reengineering capacity a limited number of 
capacity. and available resources large-scale rocess 

0 Process imprcvement are identified but not improvemel • 
0 Rapid prototyping and efforts are being driven rigorously assessed; projects, consistent 

controlled deployment primarily by IRM projects proceed on the with resource and 
are not used as part of systems projects. assumption the staff capacity. 
reengineering efforts. organization can 

0 Rapid prototyping and handle them. 0 The organization uses 
controlled deployment rapid prototyping and 
are not used to 0 Rapid prototyping and controlled 
implement controlled deployment deployment to 
reengineering projects. are encouraged. but minimize risk. 

not required. 
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Practice 7. MANAGE INFORM ... TION SYSTEMS PRO}ECTS AS INVESTMENTS 

Critkallssue 1: Dots the organization use an executive level investment review board (IRB), led by line 
officials, to malee IRM investment decisions and to continue board reviews throughout an IRM project's life 
cycle? 

. 
Advice to the Assessment Team: IRM funding has traditionally been viewed by most organizational 
managers as administrative costs, much less important than funding for staff. You should look ior an 
investment philosophy in the organization where IRM funding is seen as vital for the long-term health of the 
organization, not something that is "back office" or of little ~miX>rtance. An active investment review board 
should represent top leaders of each major program area and major support functions such as finance, 
personnel, and IRM, alth,?ugh the final decision-making authori:y resides with program executives. The 
organization should set up high-level scrutiny of IRM funding and then follow the projects that are funded. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, OMB examiners; budget documents; IRM project plans and progress reports; charters and memos of 
high-level decision-making bodies; organization strategic and IRM mission plans, IRM strategic and operational 
plans. 

1. The organizlllion Iuu an IRB with ultinuUe decision authority lor IRM projects. 

Does the organization have an investment review board (lRB)? 
Was it put in place by tht. organization head and/or the top executive team? 
Does the IRB have decision-making responsibilities for only IRM investments and project review? If not, 
are the other responsibilities for organization-wide support? 

. Are the IRB' s decisions final or are the decisions referred upward to another executive body for final 
decision? 

2. The IRB is It executive-It vel Une oflicitW and represented b] proglYUll (line) 1tUUUJgen tuv.I ke] 
support lunctio executives; the] attend the IRB meetings and do not deltgate their decision-lIIIIling 
responsibilities . 

. Do the IRB mr-mbers represent executive and senior managers of the organization? 
Does an executive or senior line manager lead the IRB? 
Is participation and actual decision-making delegated to lower-level managers? 
Are any critical decision areas delegated to lower-level working teams? 

3. The IRB is ,ery active III a decision-making body, meeting regularly to I1UJke decisions on investments 
and to IlISess major project progress. 

Are there attendance and participation requirements for the IRB? Are they enforced? 
Does the IRB meet on a consistent enough basis to provide real IRM leadership and decision-making? 
Are IRB project monitoring and evaluation review policies and activities in place? Are they followed 
cOlisistently? 
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Practice 7. MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 

Crilicllll",., I: Does the organi1.Qtion use an executive level investment review board (lRB), led by line 
officials, to make IRM investment decisions tind to continue board reviews throughout an IRM project's life 
cycle? 

4. TIl, IRB tull"., ,x,cutiv, 1IUUUJ"".,nt spoMon to major IRM proj,cts; th, sponsors remain actively 
involv,d durin, th, proj,ct', lif, cycl,. 

· Do executive management sponsors exist for every major IRM project? 
· What are the sponsor responsibilities during each project's life cycle? 
· Do the sponsors fulfill their responsibilities? 
· Do the sponsors keep the IRB informed of project progress and problem areas? 

Typical Problems: 

- Information system decision-making is heavily oriented toward the initial selection of systems projects. but 
fails completely to control implementation and make final evaluations. 
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PRACTICE 7: MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 
CrlIkallssue I: Does the organization use an executive level investment review board (lRB), led by line officials, to 
make IRM investment decisions and to continue board reviews throughout an IRM project's life cycle? 

[J No formal investment [J Review board led by [J Review board led by 0 The organization has 
management review IRM managers exists. IRM managers exists an IRB with ultimate 
board (IRB) exists for with actual decision- decision authority for 
funding information CJ The IRB acts mainly in making authority for IRM projects. 
systems projects and an advisory capacity to IJU.iI projects. 
tracking their either executive agency 0 The IRB is lead by 
progress. management or IRM CJ The IRB meets at least executive-level line 

leadership. quarterly to approve officials, and 
CJ The systems and review projects. composed of line 

development (eam 0 Review board meets managers and key 
leaders cuuJ staff are infrequently concerning 0 Executive line support e1.ecutives; 
responsible for project approval, managers are "Ssigned responsibilities are 
operational control of progr~lS tracking, and to the IRB. not delegated. 
ongoing projects; the need to reassess 
progress reporting to projects having trouUe 0 Executive line 0 The IRB is an active 
top executives is not with cost, schedule, or managers' decision-making 
systematic. peiformance participation is erratic body, meeting 

expectations. and they often defer regularly to make 

0 Systems projects have decisions to IRM investment decisions 

no executive sponsors. 0 Membership consists of managers. and assess progress 

lower-Iel:t/ program of major projects. 

and support unit [J Some projects are still 
managers; executive approved independently 0 The IRB assigns 

maltagers are not by managers workinR executive 

involved in any outside of th.e IRB management sponsors 

decision-nu.:jng. process. to major IRM 
projects who remain 

CJ Executive sponsorship very actively 

of projects is involved in proje<.;t 

nonexistent or is monitoring and 

deferred to lower level decision-making 

managers. during the project's 
entire life cycle. 
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Practice 7. MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 

Critklllillu. 2: Does th~ organization' s inv~stment review board use explicit decision criteria and a project · 
ranking sch~m~ to maIc~ initial funding decisions and tMn hav~ polici~s and r~vi~ m~chani:.ms to continue 
board revi~ws? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: The investment review board is only as good as the tools and techniques it 
uses to select projects and then track them to completion. Y ~u should look for the board to use decision 
support tools that show the decision criteria and how they arc; weighted for assessing and tracking project 
proposals. You should also assess how the board handles multi-year projects--perhaps the riskiest projects. 

Potential Ialormatlon Sourcts: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, and OMB examiners; budget documents; IRM project plans and progress reports; charters and memos of 
high-level decision-making bodies; organization strategic and IRM mission plans; IRM strategic and operational 
plans. 

1. Tlte IRB lUll comprthensive qualilative and quantilativ~ in~estment decuion crit,ria weight,d lo~ th,ir 
imporllulce. 

· Does the IRB use investment decision criteria? 
· Do criteria include both qualitative and quantitative factors? 
· Are the criteria complete--covering such factors as risk. cost/benefit, business results/impact. longevity, Sil~, 

and customer impact? 
Are the initial criteria weighted for importance? 

2. Tlte IRB Iuu G Iystenullk way to rank proposed projects Inr cu"ent and future lunding. 

· Has the IRB organization designed a formal, systematic process to make investment decisior.s? 
Is the analysis of proposed projects thorough? 
Is the process used to pr10ritize alllRM investments against one another? 

· Are other factors, such as resource c'lnstraints. used for final funding decisions on n~w projects? 
· Are other factors used to evaluate proposals that were earlier denied but are now being reconsidered? 

3. As part 01 its UavtStmenl strategy, the IRB requir,s complex proj,cts to be done in modul,s, Gvoiding 
multi-year, high-risk projec3s. 

Does the organization place constraints on investment proposals regarding project size and duration to 
mitigate risk? 

, Are modular approaches taken to large projects? 
Are there criteria to authorize projects that are not done in a modular fashion? 
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PnctIce 7. MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 

CrltktJIl"," 2: Does the organi1JJlion's investment revitw board use explicit decision criteria and a project 
rtUlking sche"" to make initial funding decisions and then Mve policies and review meclu:Jnisms to continue 
board reviews? 

4. TIl, IRB ='Ioriu' proj,c11 tu ,Uh,r lIUIint,IUIIIC' 0/ ,xillinl in/ontUllioll ,,'''1111 or ,tnIt"u: 
111",,,,,.,.,, III II", ",111111, tuUllnlcb tuUl tuIIIl]U' iIr""tm,1II decilio,., Gero" tuUl With:II Ih", 
ctIIIIOIW,.o",r tim, tu " com,kl, pot1/olio. 

· Are projects already underway and new proposals categorized as either maintenance expenditures or strategit: 
investments? 

· Is the ratio information regularly compiled and assessed in the organization? Is this done often? 
· Does the oraanization k:ep historical information readily available? . 
· What is the cumnt ratio? The last several years? Projected for the next several years? 
· Are explicit decisions made by the IRB on the projected ratio of investments in the two categories? 
· Does the IRB shift funding from one category ,0 another depending on the organization's strategic mission 

needs in the short and long tenD" 
· Are investment decisions for maintenance or strategic projects overall kept in line with strategic planning 

decisions? 

TypIcal Problems: 

- Multiple. fragmented islands of information technology decision-making &re driven by the annual budget 
process. 

- Funding priorities are negotiated rather than analytically based. 
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PRACTICE 7: MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 
Critical Issue 2: Does the organization's investment review board use explicit duision criteria and a project ranking 
scheme to make initial funding decisions and then have policies and review mechanisms to continue board reviews? 

D No basic investment [] Some investment D The IRB has formally 0 The IRB uses 
criteria and ranking deci~ion criteria are sel~ted basic comprehensive 
process are in place. defined, although investment decision quaJitative and 

generally based on criteria that are quantitative 
[] No restrictions are costs, annual funding primarily risk and investment decision 

placed on multi-year, availability, and equity quantitative factors, criteria, weighted for 
high-risk projects. among the units in heavily influenced by their importance. 

getting IRM projects costs and technical 
[J No categorizing of funded. needs. 0 The IRS has a 

current and proposed systematic method to 
projects as being [] The IRB is developing [] The IRB has a formal rank proposed 
either (1) mc.inlenance a fonnal rank:ng renking method in ojects for current 
or (2) strategic. method for projects. place. nd future funding. 

0 Project ranking at 0 Modular development 0 As part of its 
present is ad hoc and is encouraged for investment strategy, 
changes are frequent. multi-year, high-risk the IRB requires 

projects. complex projects be 

0 Only limited done in modules. 

restrictions are placed 0 All projects are 
on multi-year, high-risk categorized as 0 The IRB categorizes 

projects. maintenance and pr ~ects as either 
strategic. but maintenance or 

0 Projects are not investment decisions as strategic, and 

categorized for to category are analyzes and tra;:ks 

decision-making as informally analyzed. investment decisions 

mailltenance and (}ver time as a 

strategic. IRB often allows complete portfolio. 

exceptions to its 
ranking method. 
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Practice 7. MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS I'ROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 

C~tJll$Jue 3: Does the organization continue IRB re\';ews throughout a project 's life cycle. ending with a 
post-implementation review? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: In most organizations, if there is an investment revi~w board, the only 
decisions that are rea))y made are those that pertain to initial project funding decisions. Project tracking over 
an entire life cycle and post-implementation reviews are left to lower-level managers. You should look for 
specific project tracking requirements and executive level sponsorship of major projects. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executive~i, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, and OMB examiners; budget documents; IRM project plans and progress reports; charters and memos of 
high-level decision-making bodies; organization strategic and IRM mission plans; IRM strategic and 
operational plans. 

I. Illitial project deciliolllllt project life c,cle revi,w "IJUUem,ntl, lucia til ,eporting lind timing, lHu,d 
011 proj,et priorllJ tuUl rid: e"".,ntJ. 

Does the IRB make decisions regarding project life cycle review requirements once an initial funding 
decision is made? 
Does the IRB use criteria to make those decisions? 

. Does project monitoring and evaluation differ by factors such as risk, project scope, size, or mission impact? 
Any 'evidence of action being taken on IRS decisions? 

2. T~ IRB nqu;"s/onnal post.impk".enllllion reviews 01 projects thllt Ie, ... ' results bllCk into tla, IRB's 
decisioll-1IUIking procell. 

. Does the organization have any requirements for post-implementation reviews? 
Are the requirements for post-implementation reviews followed? 
Are lessons learned captured and applied to future decision-making and other projects still in development? 

Typical Problems: 

- The IRB includes working-level members as opposed to executive decision makers. 
- The IRB focuses on front-end selection and neglects oversight and control of development andlor 

implementation. 
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PRACTICE 7: MANAGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECTS AS INVESTMENTS 
CrlIkGl 11111' 3: Does the organillltion continue board reviews throughout an IRM project's life cycle. ending with a 
post-implementation review? 

C A forrntU IRB review [] An IRM teview process [] The initia! IRB D Formal post-
process through the through the project life approval decision implementation 
project life cycle is not cycle is encouraged, process sets out formal reviews are required 
informally or formally though not required. project life cycle by the IR8. 
in place. review requirements. 

[] Project critical success .0 All projects are 
[] There is no collection factors and lessons [] Post-implementation consistently revi\'!wed 

of project critical learned are rarely fed reviews have begun. by the IR8 at critical 
success factors or back into the project milestones, which are 
lessons I~amed. review process. [] The review based 01'1 project 

requirements are priority and risk 
[] No post-implementation inconsistently applied. elements. 

reviews of projects are 
done. [] The leyel of review is 0 Project results and 

not always based on critical success 
project priority and factors are 
risle elements. continually fed back 

into the IRB 
[] Project critical success decision-making 

factors and lessons process. 
learned are only 
occasionally fed back 
into the project review 
process. 
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Pra tJcc 8. IN1 £GRA TE THE PLANNING, BUDGETING, AND EVALUATION PRO ESSES 

CrlIkIllIJlu,: Do,s th, or anization integrate pianning. budg,ting. and ,valuation proc,ss,s and d,cision
making within an ov,:'tJU strau ic manag,m,nt fram,work ? 

Advice to the meot T : In m ny org nization • there ha never been any real requirements that 
deci ions made in one trategic management proces carry forward to another. Often. budget deci ions were 
made on different criteri than strategic plan goals and objectjves. For IRM. projects were often developed with 
a tenuou linkage to str tegic planning. You should look for how well the organization align and integrates 
decisions from trategic planning through budget decisions to actual project selection and development. 

Poteotial InlormatJoa Sources: interview with executive. enior managers. line and support managers nd 
tam organization trategic nd operational mis ion plan and budget document ; IRM strategic and operational 

plan and budget documents; IRM project documents 

1. TM Orpni.tlltioll Iuu II rl,OrDlU ,tTIII"ic pllmnin, procIII to lIt Ion,.rtIII" stTIII"ic dlr,CtlolU, d,v,lop 
op'mtlDlIII1l11111 ~dcQ/ plm!8, !UId ,flid, ,x,cutive If'UUUllcmcnt oP'I"GlW;uU d,cision, tuUl ;;u-.u ~nlI. 

Does the organization conduct formal strategic pJanni'g? 
Do the strateg'c planning products include a high-lev\!J strategic business plan and guidance for operational 
and tactical planning? 
Are the strategic planning products used c n i tendy by x'!cutive management for asse sments of 
performance against the overall strategic directions? 

2. TM o'llUli.zJJllon int'grtJUl IIptU'tIl' ftrlll"ie blUmlll and IRM plllnning, budg,t r,view, tuUl 
"rfOI7llllM, MIlum,'" proc'S"f. D,cision, from on, k,] Ilrlll,gic nult'lIg,m,nt proC'1I ctuTJ forwtud 
to llIIotIa,r-th, outpull front ont prOC'ff 'tn, as inputs to IInOth". 

Wh t doe the organization view as its key trategic management processe ? 
Is the organization coordinating and integrating these key strategic management processes for consistent 
decision-making? 
Are the schedules of the different management proc scs an phase. 0 that outputs of one are available when 
needed for another? 
Has the integration of these processes, or lack thereof. affectedimplem ntation of consi tent mi sion delivery 
decisions? 

3. Ex,cutiv" 11M Jlnior nuuuJg,n u" 1M strat,gic IIIIIMgtmtnt proc.n'J iJa milking crilical d.cisioIU for 
1ftIIj0r IRM proj,ctl through th,ir lif, cycl,··front initilllion to POft.impkm,nIIlJion "vi~w,. 

Doe the organization use the processes to make consistent IRM project decision ? 
Are the proce se used for an individual project' entire life cycle? 
Are there any g ps in u ing the processe during the entire life cycle'! 

. Doe the organization ensure that critical project decision are refle ted in the deci ion-making for other 
strategic managem .nt processe • where nece sary? 
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Practice 8. INTEGRATE THE PLANNING, BUDG~TING, AND F:V ALUATION PROCESSES 

CriticallSlue: Does the organilJltion integral' planni,:,g~ budgeting. and evaluation processes and decision-
making within an overall strategic management framework? 

4. Ptrlornumce outcomts and progress evaluations are led back into the key elements 01 the strategic 
1IIG1UIgement proces~. 

Do strategic planners review performance measures when preparing or updating plans and objectives? 
. Are performance outcomes used in preparing budget forecasts or requests? 

Typical Problems: 

- Planning is disconnected from budgeting, with little use of perfonnance measurement. 
- Information systems plans are disconnected from or without strategic business plans to drive them. 
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PRACTICE 8: INTEGRATE THE PLANNING, BUDGETING, AND EV ALUA nON PROCESSES 
CritkllllJlu~: Does the organization integrate planning, budgeting, and evaluation processes and decision-making 
within an overall strategic management framework? 

[] Organizational [] A basic strategic. [] A basic strategic Cl The organization has 
operations and IRM operational, and tactical plamung process is a rigorous strategic 
projects are managed planning process is used to set long-range planning process--
independent of being deveJoped. strategic directions and sett.ing strategic 
strategies developed develop operational &Jld directions. 
during the planning Cl All of the key strategic tactical plans. developing plans. 
p"ocess. management processes and guiding 

are being put into Cl The key strategic operational decisions. 
C Decision-making place. management processes 

arross strategic are in place and Cl The organization 
management processes Cl Only the budgeting integrated. integrates business 
is not integrated. process receives and IRM planning, 

serious management Cl Changes in strategic budget review, and 
C Performance outcomes attention. decisions do not performance 

and progress routinely carry down to assessment 
evaluations are never [] Executives and senior IRM project plans and processes; decisions 
critical elements in managers use the life cycle decisions. in one strategic 
strategic management budget process only in management process 
decisions. making initiallRM [] Performance outcomes are reflected in other 

project decisions. and progress processes. 
eval,Ul';ons are not 

Cl Performance outcomes consistently used to 0 Executives and 
and progress impact the appropriate senior managers use 
evaluations are key strategic the strategic 
prepared but are management processes. management 
infrequently used as processes in making 
inputs to key strategic critical decisions for 
management decisions. major IRM projects. 

Cl Performance 
outcomes are fed 
back into the key 
elements of the 
strategic marlagement 
process 
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Practice 8 Notes: Organization-Specific Findings and Recommendations 
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Practi1:e 9. ESTABLISH CUSTOMER/SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LINE AND 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS 

Criticallss"e: Do line managers lead in identifying critical information needs and IRM professionals support 
those needs by acting as suppliers of infomUJtion products and services? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: To meet customer needs and mission delivery expectations, line managers 
should be the key decision-makers for IRM. You should look for strong line leadership and involvement in 
IRM strategic and operational activities. The IRM unites) should have a philosophy of supporting those line 
manager needs and accepting line leadership. You shOUld look for line managers as key participants in IRM 
decision-making bodies and the IRM unit working to prepare service delivery plans and customer profiles, and 
regularly surveying its customers to see how it is performing. In many organizations, line managers stil1 defer 
to IRM professionals for actual decision-ma,king versus technical assistance and support. You should see to 
what extent the organization is moving to line leadership of IJU.tI, versus IRM professionai leadership. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff; service delivery plans and customer profiles; lRM strategic and operational plans. 

1. Une IIUlIUlgen hart 1M primtuy responsibility for criticallRM decision-nUJking and for communicating 
Iaow IRM can be used 10 malee a difference in mission perfornuJnce. 

Does the organization have line managers lead major IRM decision-making activities? 
Do line managers continuously identify performance needs and work requirements for IRM implications? 
Do line managers comprehensively define expected costs and benefits of IRM improvement projects, focusing 
the greatest attention on mission-critical outcomes? 
Do line managers communicate IRM's contribution to mission performance? 

2. Customer-supplier relalionships are nuJinlilined effectively at the project, mission, and organiZlllion-wide 
""eis, with appropriate quality measures at each lellel and clear accountability /01' resulls . 

. Are there clear responsibilities for IRM leadership and decision-making at the project level? Mission level? 
Organization-wide level? 
Do executive and senior managers work together to identify and resolve IRM issues at aJl three levels? 
Do project level IRM and program staff work closely together to identify operational problems at all three 
levels early and resolve dlem quickly? 

3. IRM professionals deUver products and services based on meeting line management mi~sion delivery 
needs. ' 

' Do IRM professionals identify line management mission delivery needs at an organization-wide level? At a 
program level? At a project level? 
Are lIU.-t mission delivery choices made at the organization-wide level across line IT!anagement prionties? 
At a program level? At a project level? 
Do IRM staff deliver products ,and services basect on explicit service level agreements specifying quality and 
timeliness requirements, usually with reference to all external benchmark? 
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Practice 9. ESTABLISH CUSTOMERISUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LINE AND· 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS 

Critical Issue: Do line managers lead in identifying critical information needs and lRM professionals support 
those needs by acting as suppliers of information products and services? 

4. IRM offICials continuously assess how they act as investment counselors and product-service supplie,.s. 

. Do IRM officials regularly survey line users on product and service quaJity, cost, and responsiveness, and act 
l>O the results? 
Do line and the IRM unit(s) meet periodica))y to reexamine the mix of IRM products and services to see if 
they meet line managers' needs? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~I 
s. IRM officials provide line managers with explicit in/ormlllion on the inte17U!l and external costl 0/ 

providing IRM services and products. 

Do IRM managers measure the costs, risks, productivity, and benefits of their in-house capabilities, with 
reference to external benchmarks? 
Are IRM officials required to provide costs of internal services in comparison to services available from 
outsourcing? 
Do line managers usc this information in their IRM decision-making to reevaluate which lRM functions 
should be managed in-house and which should be outsourced? 

Typical Problems: 

- IRM and program units cri~icize one another because they lack a common understanding of what their 
respective responsibilities are. 

- The IRM department is basically isolated within the organization 1S a glass house or technical body with 
little strategic interac~ ·.on with line units. 
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PRACTICE 9: ESTABIJWH CUSTOMERISUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LINE AND 
iNFORMATION MANAGEMENT PRI)FE§SIONALS 
Criticallllut: Do line managers lead in identifying critical information needs and IRM professionals support those 
needs by acting as .r;uppliers of information products and services? 

[] Line managers do not CJ Line managers are CJ IRM and line units 0 Line managers are 
identify and validate assigned respons;'-ility have agreed formally primarily responsible 
current and future for participating in on the services or for critical IRM 
IRM and performance efforts to identify their products that IRM will decision-making. 
requirements to IRM ~rformance and provide to support 
provide IRM staff with work requirements. mission performance 0 Customer-supplier 
a basis for critical needs. relationships are 
technical decisions. CJ IRM and line liaisons maintained 

established at all CJ Line managers and effectively at all 
[] Unclear division of organizational levels; IJU..f professionals plan levels with quality 

labor between IRM there is informal and work together measures and 
and line units for agreement on IRM regularly to ensure that accountability for 
identifyir.g i~.~: products and services. IRM products and results. 
mission requirements. services reflect 

CJ Line and IRM staff still performance 0 IRM staff deliver 
CJ Accountability for do not work effectively requirements. products and services 

achieving mission together at an based on meeting 
effectiveness is organization-wide level CJ IRM and line staff line management 

hampered by changing to establiJh strategic work to resolve issues mission delivery 

priorities and agendas IRM directions and at the project level. needs. 

among program and choices. generally when 
IRM staff. program staff have 0 IRM officials act as 

CJ IRM officials do not identified the issues. investment 

CJ IRM officials do not emphasize systematic counselors to line 

assess how well their assessments of sen'ice q IRM officials are only management. 

services meet customer to customerl·. doing sporadic 
needs. cllstomer assessment.>'. 0 IRM officials provide 

CJ Established policies line managers with 

0 IRM swf! do only J!!!! exist for measuring CJ IRM units do not internal and external 

forma economic IRM costs, risks and routinely compare their costs of providing 

analyses of proposed productivity, but have outputs and co,sts to IRM services and 

systems. not been put into external service products. 

consistent practice. providers. 
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PI - lice 9 Nota: Oraanlzation.Speciflc Findings and Recommendations 
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Practice 10. POSITION A CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER AS A SENIOR MANAGEMENT 
PARTNER 

CrlIkall,,"e: Does the organiZIJfion position a chief information officer as an executive management partner, 
and does the chief information officer fulfill tha, role? 

Advice to the Assessment Team: The seriousness of how IRM is viewed in the organization is visible most 
often in the hierarchical position of the person respon .. ible for IRM. You should look for placement of a senior 
manager a~ a chief information officer (CIO) who ha~ duties and responsibilities comparable to other major 
support functions, such as finance and personnel, and who is an accepted member of the senior management 
team. He or she should also be running an IRM unit(s) that is credible and is seen as performing well by 
customers. 

Potential Inlonnation Sources: interviews with executives, senior managers, lower-level line and support 
managers and staff; IRM performance reports. 

I. TM O"lIIIizIJIiollluu a CIO ill plllee who repom directly to the o"aniuJtion hetld and works closely IU a 
peer witJa other executive, ill tu1icllloJing the role o/IRM in mission delivery. 

Does the organization have a CIO? 
· Does the CIO report to the organization head? 

Is the CIO viewed by executive and senior managers as a valued and accepted member of the senior executive 
team? 

· Does the CIO articulate the role of lRM in mission delivery at alllevcls of the organization? 

2. TM CIO II eJ/ective in bridging between top IlUlllGgement, line IIsers, and IRM professionals, resulting in 
IMlUurable operational improvemtnll. 

Does the CIO forge effective working relationships with top managers, line units, and IRM personnel in (a) 
consulting and advice-giving, (b) product and service delivery, and (c) IRM capacity builoing and 
improvement? 
Have these working relationships resulted in better IRM strategies and service delivery? 

3. TM CIO Iuu a highly credible senke organiZJJ/ion, closely monitored as to how it is impacting mission 
delivery. 

Does the CIO monitor and assess his or her organization and its services? 
· Does the CIO use these results for IRM organization improvement? 

Is the IRM organization viewed by executives as being effective in impacting mission delivery? Senior 
managers? Program or line managers and staff? Project managers and staff? Those outside the organization 
who have .working relationships with the IRM organization? 

4. Th, CIO help, creme an appropriaJe balance 0/ decision-mGking authority between corporate and 
progrtUII "vels an in/ormation mGnagement isSUe!. 

· Does the CIO take '" strong role in working with line managers to define and manage an organizationwide 
architecture? 

· Does the CIO allow decisions on infcnnation management to take place at the program le\'el within the 
organization-wide architecture, unless some significant corporate benefit would be. missed? 
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Practice 10. POSITION A CHIEF INFQRMATION OFFICER AS A SENIOR MANAGEMENT 
PARTNER 

CriticallnuI: Does the organiZ/Jtion position a chief information officer as an executive management partner, 
and does the chief information officer fulfill that role? 

Typical PrOblems: 

- Uirector of IRM is embedded several levels down in . the organization and works for the delegated senior 
IRM official (DSO) in name only; he or she is focused on many other problems besides IRM. As a result, 
no dedicated senior management is focused on strategic information mana,epment. 

- CIO has tithf and authority, but lacks the skil" or ability to develop credit, . iW.i ' as a service provider or 
influen.ce as a senior advisor. 
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PRACTICE 10: POSmON CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER AS A SENIOR MANAGEMENT PARTNER 
Critical/Sllle: Does the organization position a chief information officer as an executive management partner, and 
does the chief infomuJlion officer fulfill that role? 

[1 No CIO is in place or [J The organization is [] The CIO reports to the 0 The organization has 
the CIO is a upgrading the CIO's organization head and a CIO reporting 
figurehead only; he or responsibilities and is dedicated to IRM directly to the 
she is not considered a interac:tion with top issues. organization head, 
top management management, although and working as a 
player. the CIO is still at least D The CIO understands peer with other 

two levels below the mission problems wen executives in 
0 The CIO does not agency head and is enough to talk about defining IRM's role 

adequately understand dedicated primarily to IRM to line officials in in mission delivery. 
major program areas technical, not strategic. programmatic 
and their objectives, IRM issues. language. 0 The CIO effectively 
resources. constraints. bridges between top 
and problems; he or [J The CIO does not seelc [J The CIO is developing management, line 
she cannot effectively out opportunities for policies for line users, and IRM 
articulate the role of collaboration between managers to make professionals, with 
IRM in improving IRM and line units. decisions within measurable 
mission delivery. organization-wide operational 

[J The CIO is not standards and is improvements. 
[J The CIO plays no role assessing the quality of building stronger 

in determining whether IRM services and sees coHaboration between 0 The CIO leads a 

critical /RM decisions no need to mandatt' IRM and line units. highly credible 

are made centrally or appropriate service service organization, 

at the mission level, quality procedures and [J The CIO is working on closely monitored for 

and has not overcome measures. ;",proving the quality. its impact on 

parochialism and timeliness. and range mission delivery. 

fighting between line [J The CIO either tries to of IRM services, but 
and IRM units. take away too much of has ye to effectively [J The CIO helps create 

the information monitor and an appropriate 

0 Basic IRM operational managemen' decision- demonstrate strong balance of decision-

needs are not being mmcing from line IRM capabilities in making authority 

satisfied. managers or allows meeting operational between corporate 

them to ignore needs. and program levels 

~orporate needs. on information 
management issues. 
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Practlce 11. UPGRADE SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE OF LINE AND INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS 

CritkalllJue: Does the organization ensure that (/) line managers have lRM skill and knowledge and that 
IRM professionals Mve line skills and knowledge. and (2) that IRM skills are continually brought up to date? 

Adv:Ce to the Assessment Team: One of the reasons line managers defer to IRM professionals for IRM 
decisions is their lack of knowledge of JRM concepts. how IRM contributes to mission delivery, and even 
simple knowledge of basic technical considerations. On the other hand, IRM professionals may not have an 
adequate understanding of mission delivery needs and how their IRM products and services fit into the bigger 
strategic and operational picture. Most line managers have received minimal training in IRM, while IRM 
profes~ionals have concentrated on developing technical skills and knowledge. You should look for how the 
organization views this issue and, if it is deemed important, how the organization is closing this gap in training 
and experience. 

Potential Information Sources: interviews with executives. senior managers, line and support managers and 
staff, and training officers; internal and external training opportunities provided by the organization; individual 
staff professional development plans; and actual training courses taken pertaining to IRM. 

I. LiM IItIIIIIIgen IuJve 1M skilU to judge how to align IRM applications with internal and external 
clUtolMr lIeeth and missioll objectives. 

· Does the organization identify and assess line manager skills in aJigning IRM with mission delivery needs? 
· What skills have been identified? 

Does the organization proVide IRM and strategic application education and training to line managers to build 
these skills? 
Does the organization provide or pay for the training and free line managers to take the training? 
Are the right line managers receiving the needed training? 

2. IRM pro/elllollllb an s1cilkd in urulerstanding the missioll benefiJs to be derived from IRM «tivitN,. 

· Does the orgf.nization identify and assess IRM professionals' kills in lJnderstanding mission delivery needs 
and IRM activities? 

· What skills have been identified? 
· Does e organization provide mission delivery and IRM implications education and training to IRM 

professionals to build these skills? 
· Does the organization provide or pay for the training and free IRM personnel to take the training? 
· Are the light IRM professionals receiving the needed training? 

3. Thr. orgallivUlolI cOlltu,uoudy identifle! IRM skill and knowledge requirements for line and IRM 
persollnel and provide, re!OUTCts and time lor personnel to obtain them. 

Does the organization have a plan to periodically assess IRM skills of both line and IRM personnel? 
Is the plan fully implemented? 
Does the organization provide or pay for the periodic trai~ing and free personnel to tak~ the training? 
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PractIce 11. UPGRADE SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE OF LINE NO INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT PROFESSION LS 

CrltkGlI"".: Does the organization ensure that (J) line flUUUJgers have IRlrf skill and know/edge and that 
IRM pro(essiollQ/s have line ski/Is and Icnow/edge, and (2) that IRM skills are continually brought up to date? 

4. MlINIg.,,"lII tuUl pro/eJsio1Ull developlMnt planl iucludelRM as a kty ,kill and knowledge area. 

Does the organization require professional development plans? 
. If required, does the organization Ii t IRM as a key skill and knowledge area for executives, senior managers, 

and mid-level managers? 
Are the professional development plans consi lently implemented in the organization for executives? Senior 
managers1 Mid-level managers? 

Typical Problems: 

- The organi-.,atioD has faiJed to precisely define the skills it needs to effectively manage information and 
information technololY or has tied those kills to proprietary platforms or technologies. 

- Skill have been defined, but there is no comprehensive profe sional development process to aUrae ~ retain. 
and develop the organization's IRM skill base. 
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PRACTICE 11: UPG ADE SKILlS AND KNOWLEDGE OF LINE AND IRM PROFESSIONAlS 
CrilkIllIJ'u,: Do,s the organi1.lltion elUur, that ( J) line mQnagus h:Jve IRM skill and knowl,dg, and that IRM 
profess;01lD/s hove lin, skills and knowledg" and (2) that IRM skills are continually brought up to dat, ? 

0 Lin, managers can 0 Line managers {!an 0 Line managers 0 Line managers have 
characterize key IRM knowledgeably discuss understand the linkage the skills to align 
issues aff,cting their the key IRM between mission IRM application 
programs only in very opportunities and performance and IRM. with customer need 
general terms, if at all. tlroblems affecting their and mission 

programs and overall 0 IRM professionals have objectives. 
0 IRM skills and mission delivery. considerable training in 

knowl,dge for IRM strategic management 0 IRM professional 
professi01lDls are 0 IRM professionals car. and can apply the are skilled in 
Mainly limited to discuss key IRM training in support of understanding the 
technical concerns and Ii ne managers' IRM mission i'~nefits 10 

specializations. applications that affect needs. be derived from IRM 
mission deli very and activities. 

0 Training and individual programs. 0 The agency has 
development in JRM comp!eted its 0 The organization 

are largely ad hoc for D The agency has begun assess t of IRM continuously 

both current and to assess its current skins and knowledge of identifies IRM skill 

emerging needs. IRM sleills mix, but the bolh line managers and and knowledge 
emphasis is on !RM professivnals and requirements for line 

0 lRM skills and technical skills. is identifying gaps for and IRM personnel 

knowledge are not current and emerging and provides 

se,n as approprUlte 0 The organizational needs. resourres and lime 

for formal inclusion in culture does not value for pel onrel to 

performance J RM skills for lin, 0 Expectations regarding obtain them. 

evaluations and managers. IRM skills and 
professional knowl,dg, are not 0 Management 

d,velopment plans. 0 The organization is being integrated into professional 

considering putting both performance devt!lopment plans 

0 The agency does not IRM skills into evaluations and ..; pelformance 

provide incentives for evaluations and professional evaluations include 

IRM professionals or developm,nt plans. but development plans IRM as a key skill 

line managers to there is considerable across the agency. arid knowledge area. 

broaden th,ir IRM res;stlJnce. 
skills and knowl,dge. 
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5.0 ACTION PL·AN F'OR IMPROVEMENT 

S~l Objective 

The most important part of the self-assessment process is the development of an action plan for 

improvement. The objective of the action plan is to focus attention and mobilize resources on 

highest risk and highest opportunity areas. It is easy and ultimately counterproductive to become 

overly focused on the benchmark scoring exercise. You should be thinking about specific steps for 

improvement both during the self-assessment and after it is completed. For instance, immediately 

after completing the benchmarking of a practice, the assessment team should begin to define 

improvement steps for that practice. The toolkit is jHst that: a tool to htlp you gauge where your 

agency could improve its strategic information management practices (the means) in order to Improve 

mission performance (the end). 

Also, the action plan should reinforce the strategic managernent practices that your agency is doing 

well. A common mistake is to focus on the negative. It is important to sustain positive 

achievements, while working to improve weak practices. The practices form an integrated, mutually 

supportive framework. Ultimately, they all need to be in plac.~. 

5.2 Elements of an EtTective Action Plan 

Your action plan must present a convincing, specifically focused business case for changing 

information management practices based on nlission goals, customer and business needs, observed 

problems, and performance targets. The action plan should highlight agency-specific performance 

problems, indicating how they are assoc' ted with information management issues. 

The results of the benchtnarking exercise should be presented. highlighting areas where the agency is 

doing well and where it is weak. If there are many areas of weakness, you will need to recommend 

priorities for management improvement. As discussed in the opening section of this toolkit, it took 

the leading organizations several years to get aH of the management practice~ in place and at a high 
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level of maturity. Several factors can be used to make the prioritization: 

• practices associated with key high-risk areas and pain points in agency performance; 

• practices that are likely to yield the most improvement in the shortest time, given the 

agency's specific performance problems; 

• strong interest of top management in improving one or more specific practices; and 

• practices dealing with areas that are of high interest to congressional committees or 

oversight agencies, given the agency's past and current performance problems. 

The action plan should recommend specific steps for improving practices that are deemed to be of 

the highest pjority. Section 4 of this toolkit lists "core recommendations" for getting started in 

practices where the benchmark maturity levels were low. Other possible recommendations are 

implicit in the criteria statements associated with the benchmark scales in both the diagnostic and 

detailed review sections. 

It is important that your recommended actions for inlprovement be specific and measurable. You 

will want to be able to delnonstrate that your agency is making progress both in the short term and 

long term. Overall timeframes and intermediate milestones for implementing the recommendations 

are critical to the success of the actiun pIa.Il. Selected performance mea~ures for mission delivery 

should also be integrated in~o the improvement plan in order to link pJogress in improving strategic 

management practices to outcome-oriented improvements in meeting Jnission goals. 

5.3 Obtaining and Sustaining Commitment to Improvement 

Even well-intended efforts at improvement can degenerate into lip service or marginal efforts. 

Obtaining and maintaining improvement in strategic rnanagement practices will require support from 

a critical mass of key decision-makers, in order to generate the commitment for change and maintain 
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momentum over the next few year~ get the practices up to the level of leading organizations. 

It is critical to get active involvement from the agency's top political and career-service executives 

and program managers during the self-assessment. This self-assessment guide is fundamentally 

designed for senior managers because they are the ones in the best position to make change happen. 

The political leadership provides the driving force for change, while the career executives provide 

longer-term continuity to sell and sustain the case for change to the agency as a whole, to implement 

it well, and to keep the effort on track over time. 

It is also important to work closely with key congressional committees and oversight agencies, such 

as OMB, GSA, GAO, and the IG to communicate the objectives of the action plan and obtain their 

buy-in. Key customer groups should also be brought on board to help sustain support in this effort 

to improve mission performance and service delivery. 

5.4 Identifying Potential Follow-on Work 

During the course of the SIM assignment, you may identify the need for further work in areas that 

are not addressed in this toolkit. To assist with mor'~ specialized assessments, GAO is developing 

assessment methodologies in the following areas, and will share them with federal agencies as they 

reach the exposure draft stage: 

• business process reengineering 

• information technology investment management 

• system development 

• internal controls 
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• software development 

• financial systems 

Additional work may be needed in other areas touched on in this toolkit. These may include, but are 

not limited to: 

• consolidation of data centers and networks, 

• evaluation of opportunities for using advanced infonnation technology, and 

• data and network security issues 

You will need to consult with subject-matter experts for help assessing practices in these areas and 

developing improvement s eps. 
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[Intentionally Blank] 
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Appendix I 

Comparison of the 11 Management Practices to Federal Regulations 

and Guidance 
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Appendix I 
Comparison of Management Practices to Federal Regulations and Guidance 

1. Recognize and 
cOIr:Jllunicate the 
urgency to change 
IRM practices 

3501(2),(3) - minimize 
the cost and maximize 
the usefulness of 
information collected 
and maintained; 

3501(5) -acquire/use IT 
to improve service 
delivery and program 
managemen4 increase 
productivity, improve 
the quality of 
decisionmaking, and 
reduce waste and 
fraud; 

3506(8) - each agency 
shall carry out its IRM 
activities efficiently, 
effectively, and 
economically; 
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70. - the application of 
up-to-date IT presents 
opportunities to 
promote fundamental 
changes in agency 
structures, work 
processes, and ways of 
interacting with the 
public to improve 
agency effectiveness 
and efficiency; 
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201·18.002 - the 
agency's IT plan 
should consider federal 
information processing 
(PIP) resources (ADPE 
as defined in the 
Brooks Act) to 
enhance future 
performance of 
programs and 
operations in support 
of the agency mission; 

Transition to the 
Future: A Model IRM 
Program for the 21 st 
Century. IRMS, U.;"' . 
General Services 
Administration, 
November 1994. 

Federal Government 
Business Process 
Reengineering; 
Lessons Learned. 
IRMS, U.S. General 
Services 
Administration, 
February 1994. 



2. "Get line 
management involved " 
and create ownership 
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7q. -" Federal managers 
with program delivery 
responsibilities should 
recognize the 
importance of IRM to 
mission performance; 

8b.(3)(a) - agencies 
shall establish 
information system 
oversight mechanisms 
that ensure each 
system meets mission 
requirements; 
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201-7.002 - agencies 
planning processes 
should ensure that 
program officials and 
IRM officials 
participate in 
developing the 5-year 
plan for meeting the 
agency's IT needs; 

201-18.002 - agencies 
shall ensure that IRM 
planning includes 
personnel from each of 
the program areas and 
~,contracting, and 
budget; 

Chief Financial 
Oftlcers Ad: 31 U. 
S. C. 902: establishes 
authority and functions 
for agency CPOS for 
fmancial information 
systems providing 
complete, reliable, 
consistent, and timely 
information; 



2. Get line 
management involved 
and create ownership 
(cont.) 

3. Take action and 
maintain momenllun 
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8b.(3)(c) - ensw'e that 
officials administering 
programs supported by 
information systems 
are responsible and 
accountable for 
managing the system 
throughout its life 
cycle; 
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The Senior IRM 
Manager: Major 
Roles and Re
sponsibilities as We 
Move into the 1990' s. 
IRMS, U.S. General 
Services 
Administration, March 
1989. 

Trail Boss Concept: 
An Acquisition 
Management Concept, 
IRMS, U.S. General 
Services 
Administration, 1989. 

From Red Tape to 
Results: Creating a 
Government that 
Works Better and Cost 
Less. Vice President 
AI Gore, Report on 
the National 
Performance Review, 
September 1993. 

I 



_ .... __ ...•..... _ .. _--_ ........ -••.... _--•.. _._----------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

4. Anchor strategic 
planning in customer 
needs and mission 
goals 

3506(c)(8)- develop a 
5-year plan for meeting 
the agency's IT needs; 
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71. - the application of 
information resources 
should support an 
agency's strategic plan 
to fulfill its mission; 
the integration of IRM 
and strategic planning 
promotes appropriate 
application of 
information resources; 

8a.(I) - agencies shall 
plan in an integrated 
manner for managing 
information throughout 
its life cycle; 
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201·7.002 - agencies 
shall establish stra.tegic 
planning processes, 
ensuring that the 
agency's information 
needs are detennined 
before conducting a 
requirements analysis 
for FIP resources; 

201·18.002 - the 
agency's IT plan shall 
reflect current and 
future program and 
mission needs; 

Government 
Performance and 
Results Act: 5 U. S. 
C. 306: NL T 9/30/97 
agency heads shall 
submit to OMB and 
the Congress a 5-year 
strategic plan for the 
agency's program 
activities; the plan is 
to include a mission 
statement for major 
functions and 
operations, including 
outcome-related goals 
and objectives. 



_._-.------------------_._----------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Anchor strategic 
planning in customer 
needs and mission 
goals (cont.) 
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8b.(2)(a) - agencies 
shall establish and 
maintain strategic IRM 
planning processes that 
address how managing 
information resources 
promotes the 
fulfillment of agency 
missions; the plan 
should anticipate 
changes in mission, 
policy direction, 
technological 
capabilities, and 
resource levels; 
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201·18.002 - the 
agency's IT plan 
should consider FIP 
resources to enhance 
future performance of 
programs and 
operations in support 
of the agency mission; 

201·20.103·3 - base 
requirements for FIP 
resources on mission 
needs expressed as 
opportunities for 
increased economy and 
efficiency. new or 
changed program 
requirements, or 
deficiencies in existing 
capabilities; 

E. O. 12862 • Setting 
Customer Service 
Standards: agencies 
providing significant 
services directly to the 
public shall identify 
their customers, 
establish service 
standards (equal to 
best in the business), 
and measure results 
against the standards; 



4. Anchor strategic 
planning in customer 
needs and mission 
goals (cont.) 
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O:MB Bulletin 94-08: 
planning and 
budgeting for 
acquiring fixed assets, 
induding IT; agencies 
budget based on the 
long-term plan 
developed through an 
analysis of mission 
and priorities; 

OMB Circular A
IM: establishes 
requirements for 
agency acquisitions of 
major systems, 
including IT, to fulfill 
mission needs; 

Information Resources 
Management Strategic 
Planning Guide. 
FEDSIM, U.S. 
General Services 
Admin., December 
1993 



5. Measure the 
performance of key 
mission delivery 
processes 

350S(2)(A) - the OMB 
Director shall establish 
requirements for 
agency audits of major 
information systems; 

3S06(c)(1) - agencies 
shall periodically 
review their IRM 
activities; 

3S06( c) (7) - agencies 
shall evaluate and 
improve the accuracy, 
completeness, and 
reliability of data and 
records contained in 
their information 
systems; 
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8a.(1)(j} - record, 
preserve, and make 
accessible sufficient 
irdormation to ensure 
the management and 
accountability of 
agency programs, and 
to protect the legal and 
financial rights of the 
federal government; 
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Government 
Pl;rformance and 
Results Ad: 31 U. s. 
C. 1115: beginning 
with FY 1999, each 
agency is to prepare 
an annual performance 
plan covering each 
program activity in the 
budget; the plan shall 
establish performance 
goals and performance 
indicators to measure 
relevant outputs, 
service levels, and 
outcomes; 



5. Measure the 
performance of key 
mission delivery 
processes (cont.) 

5. Measure the 
performance of key 
mission delivery 
processes (cont.) 
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8b.(I)(b) -
prepare/update benefit
cost analysis for each 
information system at a 
leve! of detail 
appropriate to the 
investment size and 
that relies on 
systematic measures of 
mission performance; 
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Government 
Performance and 
Results Act: 31 tiJ. S. 
C.1116: NLT 
3/3112000 and yearly 
thereafter, agency 
heads sha11 prepare 
and submit to OMB 
and the Congress 
reports on program 
performance for the 
previous year; 

E .. o. 12862 - Setting 
Customer Service 
Standards: agencies 
providing significant 
services directly to the 
public shall identify 
their customers, 
establish service 
standards (equal to 
best in the business), 
and measure results 
against the standards~ 



s. Measure the 
performance of key 
mission delivery 
processes (cont.) 
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Chief Financial 
Officers Act: 31 U. s. 
C. 902: agency CFOs 
shall develop and 
maintain an integrated 
accounting and 
financial management 
system which provide~ 
for infomlation 
responsive to the 
finand · . information 
needs of agency 
manageo1ent and for 
the systematic 
measurement of 
performance; 



5. Measure the 
performance of key 
mission delivery 
processes (cont.) 
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OMB Circular A-II, 
Sec 12,15: requires 
material to implement 
Government 
Performance and 
Results Act; 

OMB Circular A-94: 
provides guidelines on 
benefit-cost7 cost 
effectiveness, and 
lease-purchase 
analyses; 



5. Measure the 
performance of key 
mission delivery 
processes (cont.) 
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OMB Circular A-
127, 7e.: requires 
financial management 
systems to be able to 
capture and produce 
financial information 
required to measure 
program, financial, 
and financial 
management 
perfonnance needed to 
support budgeting, 
program management, 
and financial statement 
presentation; 

Results-Oriented 
Performance Measures 
for Information 
Technology Based 
Projects and Programs 
(draft). IRMS, U.S. 
General Services 
Administration, June 
2, 1994 



5. Measure the 
performance of key 
mission delivery 
processes (cont.) 
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National Performance 
Review 
Accompanying Report: 
Reengineering 
Through the Use of 
Information 
Technology_ 1993. 

Managing Information 
Technology for 
Results: Center for 
Information 
Management. 
National Academy for 
Public Administration, 
A11gust 1994. 

Beta Model: 
Procurement 
Perfonnance 
Measurement. 
Procurement 
M*!aSurement Action 
Team, June 21, 1994. 



'6. Focus on process 
improvement in the 
context of an 
arc hitectulC 
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8b.(1)(a) - seek 
opportunities to 
improve program 
effectiveness and 
efficiency through 
,York process redesign 
and judicious 
application of IT; 
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Federal Government 
Business Process 
Reengineering: 
Lessons Learned. 
IRMS, U.S. General 
Services 
Administration, 
February 1994. 
Data Management 
Issues Associated with 
Stovepipe Systems. 
IRMS, U.S. General 
Services 
Administration, 
October 1993. 



6. Focus on process 
improvement in the 
context of an 
architecture (cont.) 
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8b.(4) - create and 
maintain management 
and technical 
frameworks for using 
infonnation resources 
that document linkages 
between mission needs, 
infonnation conten~ 
and IT capabilities 
(these frameworks 
shall guide both 
strategic and 
operational IRM 
planning); 
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6. Focus on process 
improvement in the 
context of an 
architecture (cont.) 
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8b.( 4)(8) - agencies 
shall develop 
infonnation systems in 
a manner that 
facilitates necessary 
interoperability , 
application portability t 
and scalability of 
computerized 
applications across 
networks of 
heterogeneous 
hardware, software, 
and communications 
platforms; 
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---. 



7. Manage 
information systems 
projects as investments 

7. Manage 
information systems 
~rojects as investments 
(cont.) 
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8b.(1)(b) -
prepare/update benefit
cost analysis for each 
information system at a 
level of detail 
appropriate to the 
investment size and 
that relies on 
systematic measures of 
mission performance; 

8b.(1)(c) - conduct 
benefit-cost analyses to 
support management 
oversight processes to 
maximize return on 
investment and 
minimize financial and 
operational risk for 
investments in major 
information systems on 
an agency-wide basis; 
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201-20.001 -
acquisition consi~ts of 
a series of steps 
beginning with 
requirements analysis 
and ending with the 
implementation of the 
most advantageous 
alternative (determined 
through an analysis of 
alternatives) to satisfy 
the requirement; 

OMB/GAO Guide
Evaluating Agency 
Investments in 
Information 
Technology (Exposure 
Draft): provides an 
analytical framework 
to assess agency plans, 
budgets, and 
management capacity 
to apply IT 
effectively; 

Improving Industryl 
Government 
Communications in 
Major Information 
Technology 
Acquisitions. IRMS, 
U.S. General Services 
Administration, June 
1994. 



7. Manage 
information systems 
projects as investn~:lts 
(cont.) 

7. Manage 
infonnation systems 
projects as investments 
(cont.) 
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8b.(1)(d) - conduct 
post-implementation 
reviews of information 
systems to validate 
estimated benefits and 
document effective 
management practices; 

8b.(3)(a) - agencies 
shall establish 
information system 
oversight mechanisms 
that ensure each 
system DrlCets mission 
requirements; 

8b.(5)(a) - agencies 
shall acquire IT in a 
manner that makes use 
of full and open 
competition and 
maximizes return on 
investment; 
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.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

8. Integrate the 
planning, budgeting, 
and evaluation 
processes 
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Sa.(I)(e) - integrate 
planning for 
information systems 
with plans for resource 
allocation and use, 
including budgeting. 
acquisition, and use of 
IT; 

8b.(2)( c) - operational 
IT planning links IT to 
anticipated program 
and mission needs, 
reflects budget 
constraints, and fonns 
the basis for budget 
requests; 
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201·17.001 - develop 
and annually revise, in 
coordination with 
budget activities, a 5-
year plan for meeting 
the agency's IT needs; 

OMB Circular A·II: 
requires submission of 
agency-level (as 
opposed to project or 
system level) data on 
the acquisition, 
operation, and use of 
IT; 

National Performance 
Review 
Accompanying Report. 
"Reinventing Federal 
Procurement" 
General Printing 
Office, Washington, 
D.~. September 1993. 

A Phased Approach to 
Life Cycle 
Management. IRMS, 
U.S. General Services 
Administration, 
May 1988 



Establish customer I 
supplier felationships 

. br.tween Hne and 
infol1113taon 
management 
professionals 
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7q. - Federal managers 
with program delivery 
responsibilities should 
recognize the 
importance of IR.M to 
mission performance; 

8b.(3)(a) - agencies 
shall establish 
information system 
oversight mechanisms 
that ensure each 
system meets mission 
requirements; 
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201-7.002 - agencies 
planning processes 
should ensure that 
program officials and 
IRM officials 
participate in 
developing the 5-year 
plan for meeting the 
agency's IT needs; 

201-18.002 - agencies 
shall ensure that IRM 
planning includes 
personnel from each of 
the program areas and 
IRM, contracting, and 
budget; 

Chief Financial 
Officers Act: 31 U. 
S. C. 902: establishes 
authority and functions 
for agency CFOs for 
financial information 
systems providing 
complete, reliable, 
consistent, and timely 
infonnation; 



--_._._ .. _ ........ _., .. _------- ---- ----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

9. Establish customer 
I supplier relationships 
between line and 
information 
IruLflagement 
professionals (cont.) 
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8b.(3)( c) - ensure that 
officials admini~tering 
programs supported by 
information systems 
are responsible and 
accountable for 
managing the system 
throughout its life 
cycle; 

8b.(4)(e) - Information 
Processing Service 
Organizations provide 
services to recipients 
on an equitabie basis 
commensurate with the 
costs incurred and 
document service 
agreements with 
recipients; 
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Better Government 
Through Infonnation 
Management. IRMS, 
U.S. General Services 
AdminiSt:'atiOD, 
August 1993. 



10. Position a Chief 
Information Officer as 
a senior management 
partner 

3506(b) - the agency 
head shall designate a 
senior IRM official 
(who reports direc i to 
agency head) to carry 
out agency IRM 
responsibilities under 
the a .. ~t; 
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98.(1) - the agency 
head shall have 
primary responsibility 
for managing agency 
information resources; 

98.(9) - the agency 
head shall appoint a 
senior official who 
shall report directly to 
the agency head to 
carry out agency 
responsibilities under 
the Paperwork 
Reduction Act 
(military departments 
and the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense 
may each appoint one 
official); 
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201-2.000 - role of the 
agency designated 
senior official 
(responsible for 
implementing policies 
contained in the 
FIRMR); 

From Red Tape to 
Results: Creating a 
Government that 
Works Better and 
Costs Less. Vice 
President AI Gore, 
Report on thea National 
Performance Review, 
September 1993. 



II 
II 

11. Upgrade skills 
and know ledge of !ine 
&1d information 
management 
proft:~ssionais 
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70. - users of federal 
information resnurces 
must have skills, 
knowledge, and 
t.raining to manage 
information resources, 
enabling the 
govemmentto 
effectively serve the 
public through 
automated means; 

8a.(I)(f) - train 
personnel in sl ,,~ 

appropriate to 
rr,anaging infonnation; 

14,~ 

201-6 .. 002 - ensure that 
individuals responsible 
for IRM have ploven 
records and IRM 
competencies through a 
combination of 
training, work 
experience, and IRM
related certification 
programs; 

Chief Financial 
Officers Act: 31 U. s. 
C.902: agency CFOs 
shall provide training 
of personnel to carry 
out agency financial 
management functions; 

OMB Circular A-
127,7k.: financial 
management systems 
users shall be provided 
adequate training and 
appropriate user 
support; 



11. .. Upgrade skills 
and knowledge of line 
and information 
rrlanagement 
professionals (cont.) 
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88.(4)( d) - provide 
training and guidance 

. to agency officials, 
employees, and 
contractors on records 
management 
responsibilities 

8b.(3)(d) - provide 
appropriate training for 
users of information 
resources; 
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U.S. Merit Systems 
Protection Board: 
Workforce Quality and 
Federal Procurement: 
An Assessment. 

Acquisition of 
Infol,natiol'! 
Resources: Overview 
Guide. IRMS, U.S. 
General Services 
Administration, 1990. 

Acquisition of 
Information 
Resources: A Guide 
for Contracting 
Officers Technical 
Officers Technical 
Representatives IRMS, 
U.S. General Services 
Administration, 1991 . 



11 . Upgrade skills 
and knowledge of line 
a~d information 
management 
professionals (cont.) 
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8a~(4)(d) ~ provide 
training und guidance 
to agency officials, 
employees, and 
contractors on records 
management 
responsibilities 

8b.(3)(d) - provide 
appropriate training for 
users of infonnation 
resources; 
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U.S. Merit Systems 
Protection Board: 
Workforce Quality and 
Federal Procurement: 
An Assessment 

Acquisition of 
lnfonnation 
Resources: Overview 
Guide. IRMS, U.S. 
Ckneral Services 
Administration, 1990. 

Acquisition of 
Information 
Resources: A Guide 
for Contracting 
Officers Technical 
Officers Technical 
Representati ves IRMS, 

U.S. General Services 11-

Administration, 1991. 
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